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PUBLISHER’S LETTER

H                          ere we go with the last 
issue of the year, and from the looks of 
it, it’s been a pretty wacky, if not rough 
one. We’ve lost our fair share of people 
in the CE industry, and the year began 
with the tragic loss of Ghislaine Dalcourt 
from Audio Plus Services. For those of 
you that didn’t know her directly, she 
was the glue that held the company 
together, and always showed me tons 
of patience and kindness in the midst 
of rounding up review samples. Just 
recently Ken Furst, a gentleman who’s 
been a major force for decades has also 
passed on. All of us who worked with 
him knew what a kind and genuinely 
affable guy he was. My deepest 
sympathies to his family, friends, and 
clients.

We’ve lost a lot of amazing people 
from the creative world this year too; it 
feels like more major players than years 
past. I remember coming home from 
CES in January, downloading Bowie’s 
Blackstar from HD Tracks and listening 
to it before falling asleep, enthused that I 
might see an old favorite on tour one last 
time. The first thing I heard upon waking 
the following day was my wife saying, 
“David Bowie died this morning.” And 
that was only January. Many more icons 
would follow. 

Even this last week has been tragic, 
with George Michael, Carrie Fisher, 
and her mother, Debbie Reynolds only 
two days later. One of my good friends 
quipped on Facebook, “If you’re famous, 
you’re just hoping to get through the 
next four days.” As our former editor, 
Ben Fong-Torres always says, “crazy.”

Reflecting on this takes me back to 
a sunny day in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
Walking out of my office on the way 
to lunch, I saw an incredibly old man 
driving an equally old Dodge pickup 
truck and the bumper sticker said, “any 
day above ground is a good day.” At 27 
years old, I did not see the humor in this 
quite as clearly as I do staring 60 pretty 
squarely in the eyes. As the man on the 
wheelbarrow in Monty Python’s The Holy 
Grail says, “I’m not quite dead yet.” But 
I’ve had a good checkup.

So to my friends, readers and 
colleagues who are still above ground, I 
value you all more now than ever. Thank 
you for reading, and I wish you all a 
happy, healthy and calm 2017.
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IThe VPI HW-19 MK 3
Revisited and Revamped
By Jerold O’Brien

am no stranger to VPI turntables. 

Currently, I’m on my third one, 

which happens to be an HW-19 

MK IV with and SME 309 tone 

arm, fitted with a Van den Hul 

Frog low output moving coil 

cartridge. Previously I owned a 

HW-19 Jr. with an AudioQuest 

PT-6 tone arm and a Scout with 

the JMW-9 tone arm. So you 

could say that I’m a supporter, a 

fan, a VPI enthusiast.

When our publisher told me 

that he was going to drop off a 

recently updated HW-19 MK III 

with VPI’s entry-level Scout Jr. 

tone arm to try, I was curious 

how this would stack up against 

my current setup. The table in 

question was purchased at an 

estate sale about a year ago 

for $100 in somewhat tattered 

shape. Mat Weisfeld and his 

team at VPI gave this table 

some tender loving care and 

restored it from top to bottom, 

along with fitting a new tonearm, 

reminiscent of what is supplied 

with the current Player table, as 

this one came with a dilapidated 

Eminent Technology straight 

track arm. (but our publisher has 

more about that arm later) 
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For the record, the MK III was 
dropped in my lap with a ZYX 
Bloom medium output moving 
coil cartridge. A specially de-
signed Audience tone arm cable, 
optimized for use with cartridges 
having an internal impedance of 
fewer than 30 ohms proved a 
perfect match. Tracking was set 
at the recommended 2 grams. 
The award-winning Manley Chi-
nook is the phonostage set with 
a 500-ohm load impedance; 
optimal for the ZYX after some 
experimentation.

My first listening impression 
confirms the VPI sound that I’ve 
experienced over the years. First, 
the deep and wide soundstage 
which is a VPI hallmark exhibits 
itself with layers of front to back 
separation. Secondly, the bass 
punch and the firm grip on bass 
fundamentals that I’m used to 
is there in spades. I believe that 
these traits are what makes VPI 
turntables so popular these days 
as well, and right now the compa-
ny seems to be riding a wave of 
innovation that keeps them at the 
forefront of analog reproduction.

Serious listening begins 
with Applewood Road (Gearbox 
Records), a single mic all-analog, 
live two track recording of three 
female musicians who sing and 
play hauntingly beautiful songs 
in a traditional country fashion. 
The sense of space and the 
immediacy of the vocals and 
instruments were displayed 
literally in front of me by the VPI. 
Next up, the recently re-issued 
Then Play On by Fleetwood Mac.  
(continued) 
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Original copies of this record 
are pretty horrid, but his 
version lets the listener in on 
a lot of detail and ambiance 
that was previously missing. 
When the going gets rough, 
the VPI gets tough. Just listen 
to “Rattle Snake Shake” to see 
what I mean.

While this one was a steal 
for 100 bucks, there are four 
versions of the HW-19, and 
depending on condition and 
tonearm, you can expect to 
pay anywhere from about 
$600 for an early edition to 
as much as $2,500 for a later 
model in top shape with a pre-
mium tonearm. What makes 
this table such a contender 
is the build quality, which has 
lasted the test of time, com-
bined with VPI’s willingness to 
support legacy models. This 
beauty is relatively heavy, so 
plan on about $150 - $200 for 
a round trip back to the factory 
for a full tune-up. Mat Weisfeld 
suggests calling them first for 
a ballpark quote, and clear 
pictures are a big help in this 
department. As with a vintage 
car, there can be surprises 
when the hood is lifted, but 
again, these are very robust 
turntables.    

It was nice spending a little 
time with this rare combina-
tion. It goes to show that older 
VPI product fitted with new VPI 
hardware can indeed provide 
hours of musical pleasure. 
Moreover, it won’t break the 
bank. l

F E A T U R E
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here’s enough youthful 
restlessness on the 
Orwells’ third proper 
album that one may start 
to wonder what evil lurks 
in the minds of Millennials. 
The young suburban 
Chicago band—all, more 
or less, around drinking 
age—opens Terrible 
Human Beings with a 
blowtorch of an anthem, 
one littered with bad 

girls, rotting cadavers, and domestic 
abuse. The fact “They Put a Body in 
the Bayou” features a shout-along, 
escalating-in-energy chorus only 
adds to the discontentment. They’re 
studious, these lads, as the song 
churns with all the ferocity of late-80s 
and -90s underground rock. But Mario 
Cuomo’s forceful vocals have a don’t-
turn-away pull and the band knows 
just when to rip out the cord to leave 
the listener wanting more.

The bulk of songs on Terrible 
Human Beings clock in at less than 
three minutes. The Orwells keep it 
fast—and with their fists out. Having 
already shown promise on two earlier 
releases, the group’s third effort 
darkens the mood, giving the music 
a welcome, ever-so-slightly sinister 
edge—an aspect hinted at in the lyrics 
but not always reflected in the sonics. 

The Orwells 
Terrible Human Beings 
Canvasback, LP or CD

TNew Releases
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The result is a work that feels more current, 
one that taps into the feelings of uncertainty 
and divisiveness ruling the social-political 
landscape. 

“Creatures” views its peers as if they’re 
characters from “The Walking Dead,” com-
plete with a haunting, call-and-response 
chorus that circles over the melody like vul-
tures. “Vacation” remains lighter on its feet, 
but the failed promises and dead civilians 
convey more international intrigue (granted, 
with some juvenile references to self-flagella-
tion). Dominic Corso and Matt O’Keefe trade 
guitar riffs high and low, each appearing as 
if a fragment to a grander melody. Thus, the 
songs claim a polished, yet choppy feel, with 
the rhythm section of brothers Grant and 
Henry Brinner striving for a subterranean 
anchor. 

Yet for all the frustrations aired through-
out, a sense of gleefulness emerges. Cuomo 

sings “M.A.D.” as if it doubles as a beach-
party anthem, handing the chorus off to 
uplifting backing harmonies before dou-
bling down in its final moments. “Buddy” is 
a blast of a kiss-off scorcher, saying all it 
has to say in less than 90 seconds. “Hip-
pie Soldier” slows things down, but does 
so like a cat teasing its prey. “Just because 
you took the easy way out doesn’t mean 
you know what you’re talking about,” 
Cuomo sings after some bubblegum “la-
la-las” set a skip-along tone. “Heavy Head” 
comes across as generational ranting set to 
freight-train rhythms and alarming guitars, 
and “Black Francis,” while giving away one 
of the act’s prime influences, plays out like 
a goofy middle finger to artists with nothing 
to say. 

The Orwells believe they’re immune 
from the latter group, and have a record in 
Terrible Human Beings that certainly makes 
the case. —Todd Martens

http://www.mofi.com
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He’s backed in the studio by 
his tough-as-nails road band Self-
Made Men, a confident and loose-
limbed group that builds its sound 
on walking bass lines, muscular 
drums, spicy guitar riffs, warm 
keyboard chords, and punctuat-
ing horns. McClinton wrote or 
co-wrote 10 of the album’s 12 
songs—a fine mix of spare bar-
room blues, jazzy crooners, and 
sexy roadhouse rockers.

“Bad Haircut” comes across 
as a languorous bluesy wonder. 
McClinton fins himself accom-
panied by a tinkling piano, slow 
thumping bass, and lonesome, 
honking saxophone. His nicotine-
and-whiskey scorched voice has 
only gotten more potent and con-

M U S I C M U S I C

Delbert McClinton & Self-Made Men
Prick of the Litter
Hot Shot Records/Thirty Tigers, LP or CD

L
ong-running soul man Delbert McClinton has been a 

treasure across the years. Despite winning Grammy 

Awards and critical kudos throughout his long career, 

he’s always been difficult to categorize. In industry 

parlance, that is code for “hard to market.” 

Nevertheless, the inveterate road warrior managed 

to amass a deeply devoted following of fans that have 

long embraced the Texan’s distinctive blend of blues, 

soul, R&B, jazz, country, and rock n’ roll. Hardcore 

supporters and newcomers to his work won’t 

be disappointed with his 19th studio album, 

Prick of the Litter, a song cycle that finds the 

soulful blues-belter in winning form.  

vincing with age. By extension, 
the clanking and wicked “Skip 
Chaser” emerges as a sweaty 
blues-rock workout. Equally trans-
fixing, “Doin’ What You Do” recalls 
the singular sound of the late 
Robert Palmer. It’s a slinky mix of 
pop, jazz, and soul that rides an 
addictive melody and sing-along 
chorus. 

A few roots-rock luminar-
ies join McClinton in the studio. 
Guitar ace Jimmie Vaughan and 
Austin singer-songwriter Lou Ann 
Barton turn in fine cameos on 
the scorching, horn-driven blues 
number “Don’t Do It.” But Mc-
Clinton remains a seasoned art-
ist that understands that less is 
more. Songs employ a delicate, 

thoughtful touch—from the lyr-
ics down to the arrangements. In 
the upbeat and sweetly rendered 
“Middle of Nowhere,” the narra-
tor is so in love he is even wistful 
about the memory of a long-ago 
road trip gone awry: “I’d go back 
again with you right now/To that 
place out in the desert where we 
broke down.” 

While many artists tend to 
coast over the course of an ex-
tensive career, McClinton proves 
emotionally invigorated through-
out this sterling album. He’s a 
man truly at the top of his game. 
It’s an honest pleasure to hear 
any music veteran in such fine 
form. —Chrissie Dickinson
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CHECK OUT OUR NEW SITE BALANCED.COM

ALL YOU NEED TO DO IS LISTEN

The xx 
I See You 
Young Turks, LP, 180g 2LP, or CD

Think of love not as 
heartbreak or passion but 
as theater. The drama—
the performance—of 
romance dominates I 
See You, the third full-
length from U.K. trio 
the xx. Vocalists Romy 
Madley Croft and Oliver 
Sim, who used to sing 
as if they were having a 
conversation with one 
another, here sound as 

if they’re playing mind games with 
each other. Sparse yet jarring, the 
band’s songs felt in the past like 
deconstructed R&B. That hasn’t 
completely gone away, but the tunes 
have opened up. It’s like the xx is 
trying to create a soundtrack for 
awkward silences. 

“There are things I wish I didn’t 
know,” Croft sings on “Brave for You,” 
the revelation coming after a sudden 
and harsh explosion of booming 
rhythms that disappear as fast as they 
arrived. “I’ll take it out on you,” the two 
sing on “Test Me,” noting it’s “easier 
than talking it through.” The digital 
effects sound imprisoned; the hums 
and swirls all buried at a distance. 
Such moments populate the release, 
resulting in a tense work where taut 
arrangements remain on the verge of 
snapping. They seldom do, as the xx 
prefers to work a mood rather give  
into one. 

http://www.balanced.com
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Elements of hip-hop factor into 
the electronic based orchestrations, 
and Jamie XX keeps the grooves 
off-kilter. Yet the xx’s vision has 
always been grander than genre 
confines. “Performance” builds as if 
it’s an opera, complete with searing, 
final-act strings. “Dangerous” uses 
raucous trumpets to put the listener 
on alert. Consider the song—the 
album’s opener—as functioning as 
a warning for the emotional workout 
contained within. 

At first glance, it may appear I 
See You comes across as a break-
up record. But what the xx created 
proves more nuanced. Many of 
the relationships depicted within 
these songs may be broken, but 

the characters are still very much 
connected. “Say something lov-
ing,” Sim pleads amidst a rush 
of pianos early on the effort. 
Loneliness permeates “A Violent 
Noise”—“You’ve been staying 
out late,” Croft sings, her voice 
just before heartbreak—but in-
struments hint at what’s unsaid. 
Thunderous rumbles decorate 
the background, and guitar lines 
feel stretched and manipulated—
sounds recognizable yet just 
somehow off.  

I See You isn’t all dark 
stuff. “Replica” builds to a mo-
ment of hopefulness, where the 
synths are colorfully redemp-
tive—part island and part gospel. 

“On Hold” clings to a hip-hop 
bounce even as it reflects on 
lessons learned from young 
love. Then there’s “I Dare You,” 
a slinky little number that glides 
around on handclaps. It’s so 
easygoing and slick, it should 
be mandatory playing at hipster 
roller rinks.

“I’ve been a romantic for so 
long,” Croft sings, as if she’s 
suddenly been let free from 
some sort of self-imposed men-
tal detention. This being the xx, 
we know the moment won’t last. 
But for the time being, who can 
blame her? Who needs love 
when we have songs like this? 
—Todd Martens1-310-534-9900 THESOURCEAV.COM
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olly Burch is a young 
contemporary singer-
songwriter that mines the 
past for inspiration, sounding 
at times like an artist that has 
stepped out of the mist of an 
earlier age. Across ten tracks 
on her elegantly produced 
debut, Please Be Mine, Burch 
variously recalls a number of 
60s and 70s pop divas. For 
starters, there’s the Carnaby 
Street dreaminess of Petula 
Clark and fragile mien of French 
chanteuse Claudine Longet. At 
times Burch assays the low-key 
vulnerability of Nancy Sinatra 
duetting with father Frank on 
“Somethin’ Stupid.” 

Like her foremothers of 
yore, Burch never loses her 
manners, even when she’s 
devastated. “You broke my 
heart/You were not nice,” she 
sings on “Fool,” twisting the 
word “nice” like a linen napkin 
in her gloved hands. Such 
powerful but controlled emotion 
has long been a hallmark of so 
many estimable pop singers. 
Listening to Burch sent me 
tumbling down a nostalgic 
rabbit-hole filled with the iconic 
female vocalists that populated 
a golden age of Top Forty 
radio. It’s a place that eventually 
offers up the titanic Shirley 
Bassey, the fabled operatic pop 
singer that always managed her 
ferocity with precision.

M
Molly Burch
Please Be Mine
Captured Tracks, CD

While Burch does not reach such a level 
of mastery or intensity as a vocalist, she nev-
ertheless acquits herself with an understated 
theatrical grace. Perhaps her cinematic sense 
comes from childhood. She grew up in Los 
Angeles in the shadow of the film and televi-
sion industry. The daughter of a writer-pro-
ducer father and a casting-director mother, 
she cut her creative teeth watching Holly-
wood musicals and listening to such classic 
vocalists as country torch singer Patsy Cline 
and blues legend Billie Holiday. After a col-
lege stint in North Carolina, she moved to 
Austin. Burch recorded her album live in one 
day in a Texas studio. That breakneck pace 
doesn’t show on this languid release. 

In “Downhearted,” a quavering surf guitar 
spills out rivers of reverb-drenched lead work 
while Burch handily skips through the song.  

The bossa nova vibe of “Try” could easily be 
a 45 vinyl single spinning on Don Draper’s 
stereo in an episode of “Mad Men.” It con-
jures an earlier time when young people 
dressed un-ironically in suits and pencil skirts 
and drank highballs. On the jazzy “Wrong For 
You,” hints of Rickie Lee Jones’ sleepy-eyed 
insouciance appear.

A trio of tunes—”Loneliest Heart,” “Please 
Be Mine,” and “I Love You Still”—qualify as 
bittersweet slow dances across a smoky tav-
ern floor. They exude a sense of time passing 
and the sad realization there’s no holding on 
to the fleeting moment at hand. 

With Please Be Mine, Burch has made a 
deeply enjoyable album. Her lovely songs-
capes come across as an ethereal ride in a 
pop-music time machine.  
—Chrissie Dickinson
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Priests 
Nothing Feels Natural 
Sister Polygon, LP or CD

onfrontation is a powerful but 

sometimes-underutilized rock n’ roll 

weapon in these modern times. Your 

guitar-bass-drum arrangements—

we’ve heard a lot of them. Priests, 

from our nation’s capital, seek to 

confront. That much is clear from the 

opening moments of Nothing Feels 

Natural when vocalist Katie Alice 

Greer hollers she’s tasted bugs. So, 

she’s got our attention. The follow-

up declaration—”It feels good to buy 

something you can’t afford”—means 

she isn’t about to let go of it. Bugs? 

Poverty? What’s next? 

Priests write lyrics as if 
they represent slogans for 
a protest march, and the 
band appears ready to go to 
war. Rhythms from drummer 
Daniele Daniele fire in all 
directions, a saxophone 
screeches as if begging 
for mercy, and guitars flat 
out explode. By the time 
the song, “Appropriate,” 
finishes, you’re ducking from 
shrapnel. Moments later, 
Priests cut loose with a light-
on-its-feet surf-rock riff. And 
with that, perhaps the most 
exciting rock debut since 
Savages’ Silence Yourself in 
2013 is off and running. 

After a few scattered EPs 
and cassette releases, Noth-
ing Feels Natural stands as a 
statement of an album, one 
global in scope but personal 
in nature. Political images 
flash in and out—as do more 
diary-like observations—giv-
ing the set an abstractness 
that contrasts with its me-
lodic, forward momentum.

As a whole, Nothing 
Feels Natural feels unhinged, 
feral even, as it never quite 
settles on any one direc-
tion. Underground punk rock 
from the 90s, specifically 
from the Pacific Northwest, 
functions as reference point. 
But Priests lithely swap 
styles and tones. “Nicki,” 
with overlapping vocals, be-
gins like a horror show but 
soon becomes hypnotic. 
(continued) 
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“I’m the stubbornest girl 
in the world,” sings Greer, 
seconds after a thunder-
ous guitar breaks up the 
steady, electrical current of 
a bass line from Taylor Mu-
litz. “No Big Bang” ignites 
with G.L. Jaguar’s guitar 
swinging like a cat’s tail 
and then rapidly descends 
into madness, with sing-
speak vocals and glassy 
atmospheres. The title 
track warbles as the sonic 
equivalent of funhouse mir-
ror as Greer shape-shifts 
into a choral singer. “Puff” 
leans on arms-crossed 
rhythms that take a stand 
against youthful idealism.

But what to make of 
“Pink White House”? At 
four minutes, it’s two or 
three songs in one—all 
possibly generally dis-
gusted with popular cul-
ture. Drums gallop, Greer 
alternates between hol-
lering and flirting, and the 
band rattles off the most 
wasteful aspects of the 
American dream: SUVs, 
nostalgia, 90s TV. It ends 
with boots-on-the-ground 
viciousness, but before 
you know what hit you, the 
band moves onto a song 
with disco-like slickness 
called “Suck.” 

Nothing Feels Natural 
may last for just ten songs 
and 33 minutes, but more 
importantly, it’s a blast  
and it’s brazen.  
—Todd Martens
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he aptly titled Why Love Now is directly 
connected to these times. One can’t imagine 
the work existing even two years ago let 
alone five. Throughout the gritty 12-track set, 
Pissed Jeans confront the notion of absurdity 
trumping common sense—a perception that 
has become the norm in our post-truth and 
“fake news” world. 

Before anyone jumps to the conclusion that 
the Pennsylvania quartet’s fifth record takes a 
firm political stand, know the group completed 
it well in advance of the recent presidential 
election. The noise-caked songs make no 
effort to appeal to Republican, Democrat, 
or independent interests. Rather, they tackle 
issues with the combination of straight-talking 
sneer, cunning wit, and crackpot hilarity that 
stands as Pissed Jeans’ trademark trait. The 
latter pairs with sonic ugliness that mirrors the 
repugnancy of topics ranging from overcritical 
zealots to perverted gender relations. 

Pissed Jeans
Why Love Now
Sub Pop, LP or CD
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Frontman Matt Korvette, whose 
husky, burlap sack of a voice shape-
shifts into myriad forms, relishes tak-
ing down characters and situations 
that line narratives seemingly pulled 
from the carnage of reports on recent 
American trends. His deliveries skirt 
prettiness and perfection, preferring 
rawness and punch-drunk release. 
Korvette evokes the blaring sound 
of a rusted, banged-up trumpet on 
the fatalistic “Waiting on My Horrible 
Warning,” mutates into hissy-fit yelps 
on “Ignorecam,” and burps like a 
plugged-up drain during “(Won’t Tell 
You) My Sign.” His performance art 
conveys equal measures sarcasm 
and anger, disappointment and dis-
belief. It might qualify as complete 

farce if not for the lacerating lyrics 
and menacing tones. A biting sense 
of humor remains at play at nearly 
every turn, yet at no point do Pissed 
Jeans merely mess around.

Particularly given the grinding, 
agitated ways in which the band 
transforms tunes such as “The Bar 
Is Low,” an assault on male ego 
that howls, rumbles, and protests. 
Clanging, steel-bent guitar riffs circle 
in corkscrew patterns as the rhythm 
section responds in kind before 
everything erupts into a cesspool 
of spite, swagger, and snarl. At 
times, Pissed Jeans’ distorted, 
tarpit-dwelling sludge calls to mind 
obvious influences: Early and mid-
period Jesus Lizard, Big Black, hints 

of Streetcleaner-era Godflesh. 

Yet the collective’s combustion 
feels decidedly rancid, the throat-
clearing and barrel-scraping inertia 
the sonic kin of a grease trap—foul, 
smelly, viscous, unpleasant, entirely 
necessary. Devoid of mainstream 
aspirations, Why Love Now comes 
on as a gnarled-knuckle, from-
the-underbelly outlier response to 
everyday life increasingly based 
on virtual reality, easy conclusions, 
ludicrous behavior, and expected 
entitlement. Social media, glorified 
employees, male-dominant sexism, 
and bro culture get pummeled. 
Pissed Jeans document communi-
cation-challenged landscapes—the 
sort where an oft-advertised exer-

cise machine is marketed as one’s 
best friend, confidant, and muse—
a claim users take to heart.

Impactful one-liners underline 
the mood: “I’m handed a love let-
ter but I’m not sure what it means”; 
“My opinions are written as law/
Tallying up all the pictures I saw”; 
“Personhood denied, respect just 
takes a hike.” Written and spo-
ken by Ugly Girls author Lindsay 
Hunter, the unsettling “I’m a Man” 
functions as a stream of one-liners 
directed at a female office worker. 
Filled with transparent double 
entendres and disturbing procla-
mations, the “Penthouse Letters”-
esque fetish fantasy disturbs and 
provokes—and remains alive and 

well in our “grab ‘em by the pussy” 
society. 

It only follows that the collec-
tive also addresses the instant 
judgmental nature of contemporary 
dating (“It’s Your Knees”); the trend 
of indulgent woe-is-me trauma 
(“Not Even Married”); the me-think 
of professionals that ignore that 
the planet around them continues 
to collapse for the sake of profit 
(“Worldwide Marine Asset Financial 
Analyst”); and, most bluntly, “Love 
Without Emotion.”

“The speed of evolution is get-
ting slower,” Korvette concludes on 
“The Bar Is Low.” Why Love Now 
serves as a bold attempt to ramp it 
back up. —Bob Gendron
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hat shall we address 
first, the history of 
Chavez, or the title 
of this EP? Let’s go 
with the provocative 
appellation, as it’s 
probably enough to 

know that the band remains a beloved cult 
act of the alt-rock 90s, one specializing in 
angular, jagged, and sometimes mathematical 
arrangements. Now, onto Cockfighters. 

The guys certainly have their chests out 
on “Bully Boys,” a song only two-and-a-half 
minutes long but which feels completely 
disjointed and utterly melodic. A guitar spins 
like a windmill in its opening seconds, and 
Matt Sweeney, an indie-rock luminary that’s 
played with everyone from Billy Corgan to 
Adele, soon begins huffing and puffing. James 
Lo’s drumming proves surprisingly coherent 
despite raging with the intensity of an infant 
creating waves in a backyard swimming pool. 

Then there’s “Blank in the Blaze,” a 
showcase for guitarist/songwriter Clay Tarver 
who, while the band was on hiatus, went off 
to help develop HBO’s “Silicon Valley.” Tarver 
toys with our emotions, beginning the tune 
with bright flowery notes only to switch course 
into more sludgy, prog-leaning territory after 
a drum roll. Meanwhile, “The Singer Lied” 
emerges as two minutes of bliss for those 
seeking out-of-nowhere guitar solos and a 
bass, courtesy of Scott Marshall, that sounds 
like it’s digging a tunnel in pavement. 

Chavez 
Cockfighters 
Matador, 12” LP or CD

So, Cockfighters. There’s something 
equally defensive and aggressive about 
the word—its bold harshness contrasts 
with its forced masculinity. It’s violent, but 
also over-compensating in its need for 
attention. Like, perhaps, a reunion. This 
three-song EP stands as the first new 
release from Chavez in 20 odd years, and 
while it comes out swinging, disappears 
before anyone gets too comfortable. It 
raises a fist and definitely shouts, but it 
decks out of view before anyone can say 
“nostalgia.” And why not? If you’re going 
to come back from the dead, may as well 
shock us first, and then leave us wanting 
more. —Todd Martens

W

http://www.pliniusaudio.com
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hat to make of Sam France and Jonathan 
Rado, the L.A.-based architects of retro-
obsessed Foxygen? Are they jokesters or 
misunderstood geniuses? 

Over the course of three proper studio 
albums, the band has sometimes split the 
difference, aping the Velvet Underground and the 
Rolling Stones to the point where their albums 

felt like a game of “pin the tail on the influence.” Of 
course, early songs such as “San Francisco” foretold 
something else: Namely, that Foxygen possesses an 
understated flair for psychedelic pop and lighthearted 
Frank Zappa theatrics, and, perhaps even more 
important, a sense of humor about its home state. W

M U S I C M U S I C

Foxygen 
Hang 
Jagjaguwar, LP or CD

Of course, this says nothing 
of the band’s borderline-
reckless reputation off the 
stage. Nary a year goes by 
without rumors of the group’s 
breakup. More troubling? 
Allegations of domestic abuse 
leveled at France, which 
resulted in he-said/she-said 
debates within the West Coast 
indie community. Even Sean 
Lennon recently joined the fray. 

Today, however, Foxygen 
would very much like us to 
forget all of the above and 
focus on Hang as a sort of 
reset. For starters, Hang 
represents the first Foxygen 
album recorded in a proper 
studio. And while Foxygen 
has of late been preoccupied 
with excess (see 2014’s …
And Star Power), Hang takes 
over-indulgence to the extreme. 
Every song—all eight of ‘em—
was recorded with a 40-piece-
plus symphony. 

Yet Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely 
Hearts Club Band this is not. 
Foxygen may even settle for a 
comparison to Their Satanic 
Majesties Request, with which 
Hang feels more of a kindred 
spirit, but no-go there, either. 
To delve into Hang is akin 
to venturing into that quirky 
vintage shop, one full of left 
turns and cobwebs and weird 
pots and pans and plastic 
60s toys. But nothing, sadly, 
of real value. We admire the 
sheer chutzpah of it all, but the 
array is more grotesque than 
admirable. (continued)
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Maybe it’s the company the band 
keeps. Hang features contributions 
from the Flaming Lips’ Steven Drozd, 
once a master orchestrator before the 
Flaming Lips long ago lost the plot, 
with his band focusing these days on 
sonic curiosities, plastic knick-knacks, 
and Miley Cyrus. 

None of that, however, accounts 
for France’s crazily bizarre vocals. He 
seems to channel Van Morrison on 
“Follow the Leader,” strains every last 
chord to the max on “America,” and 
still, sounds more like a kid playing 
dress up than anyone with rock n’ roll 
miles. Unfocused? Consider that an 
understatement. Some songs (“Mrs. 
Adams”) appear to all-to-cheerily 
strive for a big-band “Ozzie & Harriet” 
vision while others (“On Lankershim”) 

begin with a piano that Journey would 
dismiss as too cheesy.

Narratively, there seems to be 
some sort of connected thread about 
Los Angeles and heartbreak, but 
props to listeners that can get past 
the first song when Foxygen rejects 
a lover and then brags about not 
cheating on her. Most perplexing? 
The few instances where Foxygen 
demonstrates a heck of knack for 
melody. 

Check out “Avalon.” If you can 
endure barbershop-quartet-like 
romanticizing, the song opens up 
to a giant, soaring chorus of female 
backing singers. It’s a glorious 
moment fit for Broadway—and gone 
before too long. A star, as they say, 
isn’t born. —Todd Martens

M U S I C

http://www.bowers-wilkins.com
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Integrated 
Amplifier And 
CD14 CD Player

By Andre Marc

otel goes way back in this household, with some 
of my first forays into high-end audio in the 1980s 
being the Japanese company’s integrated amps 

and CD players. The pride of ownership from this 
gear is still fresh in my memory. Not only did Rotel 
gear sound better than anything previously owned at 
the time, but it looked awesome, with the black front 
panels and tiny buttons, neatly organized.  

This long-standing brand has never stopped 
bringing high-value products to market. Along with pre-amplifiers, power 
amps, Digital Audio Converters, and Multi-Channel Home Theater, they 
still are designing cutting edge integrated amps and CD players. The 
new A14 integrated amplifier and CD14 disc spinner are two perfect 
examples of the core values in place at Rotel. The A14 and CD14 retail 
for $1,299 and $599 respectively, and can make up the heart of a very 
affordable, high-quality system; just add speakers and cables. 

F E A T U R E

R
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Calling the A14 an integrated am-
plifier would be selling it short. It is a 
powerhouse, full of features, with every 
source component accommodated 
via multiple inputs. Connect any ana-
log source into the RCA inputs, spin 
vinyl using the onboard MM phono 
stage, and connect virtually any digital 
source via coaxial, optical, and USB. 
The USB input handles everything up 
to DSD128, and there is an iOS and 
Android control app to boot. Bluetooth 
with aptX completes the picture, so 
tablet and smartphone users won’t be 
left out in the cold.

The A14 puts out a healthy 80 

watts per channel, featuring two sets 
of speaker output terminals, and a 
variable preamp out for those needing 
to add a subwoofer. The amp is solidly 
built, with a hefty power supply. It is 
finished in elegant silver casework, and 
an intuitive remote control included for 
good measure. You won’t be losing 
this remote under the couch, as it not 
one of those minuscule credit card size 
units.

The CD14 features similar styling 
as the A14 and comes loaded with 
a Wolfson 24 bit/192 kHz DAC, in-
dependent digital and analog power 
supplies, a high-quality CD transport, 

a coaxial digital output, as well as the 
ability to control the unit via the afore-
mentioned app if connected to the A14. 
There is also a full function remote con-
trol included, though you can control 
both boxes from the remote supplied 
with the A14 should you have both 
pieces.

Putting the A14 through its paces 
takes some time with so many playback 
options to choose from. Focusing on 
digital playback first, it becomes evident 
that the internal DAC is top class. Con-
nected via USB to a Sonore microRen-
du Ethernet streamer, with Roon server 
running, the A14 brings the goods. 

Driving a pair of Magnepan MMG’s the 
A14 provides a precision and depth that 
proves addicting, keeping the listening 
sessions long and satisfying. Adding the 
JL Audio d108 subwoofer via the variable 
preamp outputs adds another dimension 
and rounds out a modest system nicely.

The A14 as a digital hub makes cy-
cling through recent high-resolution pur-
chases carefree. Doyle Bramhall II’s Rich 
Man is a juggernaut of psychedelic soul, 
and the A14 allows all the texture and 
depth of this recording to shine through, 
with Bramhall’s voice and Hendrixian  
guitar freakouts taking center stage. 
(continued)  
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The recent classic 24 bit Chicago 
remasters from the Quadio box set 
sound massive, with the included 
high-resolution stereo mixes barreling 
out of the speakers. The brass has a 
realistic edge, and the bass lines are 
propelled along with substantial drive. 

Plugging in an iPad Air or an 
iPhone7 into the front USB port and 
playing lossless files is fun, providing 
a quick way to get the party started. 
Don’t want to bother with wires? The 
Bluetooth connection is a snap, and 
the aptX codec does provide decent 
fidelity and convenience so that 
everyone can join in. 

With all the digital bases covered, 
you want to spin records? The A14’s 
internal MM phono input is there at 
your service. Listening to a stack of 
vinyl on a Pro-Ject Debut Carbon 
DC is engaging, and cycling through 
vintage albums like Traffic’s self-titled 
second album, or The Band’s debut, 
Music From Big Pink, both original 
pressings, get their just due by the 
A14. There is enough resolution, 
dynamics and sheer musicality to 
keep the average vinyl listener more 
than happy. Those with a turntable/
cartridge in the $500 - $1,500 
will not be itching for an outboard 
phonostage, another significant value 
for the music lover who embraces 
vinyl.

Connecting the CD14 makes it 
easy to audition the A14 strictly as 
an integrated amp and to hear what 
the disc spinner brings to the table. 
Quite a lot it turns out. The CD14 is 
very competent source component 
that renders discs with verve and 
precision. Hidden gems from the 
height of the CD era, including 
releases from The Wild Colonials. 
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Their debut, Fruit of Life, is a beautiful 
mix of rootsy pop folk, and it charms 
as much as it did when first released. 
The CD14 spins gold, with the 
presentation taking on a renewed 
authority. 

Bunny Wailer’s Blackheart Man 
is trippy, spaced out masterpiece 
from the reggae legend, and the 
CD14 makes the bass lines shake 
the room. In fact, the soundstage is 
so nicely balanced; one can’t help 
but tap into the deep Rasta grooves. 
Each subsequent disc confirms the 
CD14 is a solid choice for modern CD 
playback and should you not be bent 
on embracing streaming playback 
may just have you headed down to 
the used CD store to add to your 
collection of physical media.

Functionality on both the CD14 
and the A14 is beyond reproach. The 
vast menu on the A14 is easy to navi-
gate and offers an incredible amount 
of choices depending on your prefer-
ences. You can tune the sound for 

each input with the tone controls, 
or bypass them entirely. The pa-
rameters for the display and power 
functions are all fully adjustable as 
well. As a final note on ergonomics, 
the A14 is firmware upgradeable 
via Ethernet. Things have certainly 
changed since my first Rotel inte-
grated amplifier!

The A14’s sounds more power-
ful than the 80 watts per channel in 
the spec sheet, with an authorita-
tive presentation that drives Mag-
nepan’s without a hint of strain. In 
fact, Rotel’s engineers say they have 
optimized the A14 to drive just about 
any speaker within reason. More 
importantly, it sounds great, and the 
music takes on an effortless quality, 
with a dash of midrange sweetness. 
It does come up only slight short 
in pure substance and resolution 
when compared to Rotel’s reference 
separates, but only by direct com-
parison. Otherwise, you get quite a 
lot for the asking price. (continued) 
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The CD14 is as good as an affordable optical disc 
player as we have come across, and it offers a 
vivid, refined presentation. Perhaps digital inputs 
would have been a nice perk, but that is the only 
nit to pick and irrelevant if you purchase the amp 
and disc player as a combo. 

It is hard to believe the features that are 
standard on the A14 were at one point exotic 
and premium upgrades. Price out a nice quality 
phono preamplifier, DSD DAC, and a high-powered 
integrated amp with dual outputs and it becomes 
clear what Rotel has done for consumers. Of 
course, let your ears be your guide, and give the 
A14 a good listen if shopping for amps under two 
grand.

Things have come full circle here. Rotel was 
a gateway drug into high fidelity years ago, and 
now again they are offering wonderfully affordable 
components in the new 14 Series. As a nice bonus, 
everything you need to get started is in the boxes, 
including analog and digital cables. Just add a 
streaming source, speakers, and bring the tunes. l

The Rotel A14 and CD14
$1,299 and $599 respectively
www.rotel.com

http://www.martinlogan.com
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The increasingly varied ways in which people 
consume music continue to cause ripples 
throughout the industry. During 2015, sales 
of back-catalog titles outpaced sales of new 
releases for the first time. All indications 
suggest the same pattern will hold for 2016. 
Having taken notice, major and indie record 
labels are upping the quantity of reissues to 
attract the attention of fanatics and casual 
listeners alike. A European copyright law 
stating that all recordings will enter the 
public domain if they remain unreleased for 
more than five decades is also altering how 
artists and labels view their archives. The 
statute triggered the recent release of Bob 
Dylan’s 36CD The 1966 Live Recordings 
box set as well as Pink Floyd’s $570, 27-disc 
The Early Years trove. Not all vault titles seek 
to be so exhaustive—or expensive. Of the 
many rock reissues that flooded the market 
during the past twelve months from majors 
and indies, here are a few worthy of your 
time and money.

Back Tracking
2016 Rock Reissues You 
Shouldn’t Miss
By Bob Gendron

he chronological follow-up to last year’s Five Years 

1969-1973 lacks its predecessor’s commercial pull—

specifically, the lack of a blockbuster such as The Rise 

and Fall of Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders from Mars. 

It matters not. Documenting the American phase of the 

Thin White Duke’s career, Who Can I Be Now? 1974-

1976 begins with Diamond Dogs and ends with Live 

Nassau Coliseum ’76. In between, David Bowie awoke 

Stateside audiences to the appeal of Philadelphia soul 

and turned the style, as he often did with anything he 

pursued, into a sound into and of itself via the inimitable 

synthesized statement that remains Station to Station.  

David Bowie
Who Can I Be Now? 1974-1976
Rhino, 13LP box set or 12CD box set

T
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Yet the reasons to invest in 
the box rather than wait for 
individual LP reissues extend 
to the exclusive presence 
of The Glouster—originally 
intended for release and 
recorded in 1974—as well 
an 84-page hardcover book 
spilling over with genuine 
insight, eye-catching 
graphics, and technical 
notes. Casual fans will find 
Bowie’s creative waters too 
rough to navigate at times, 
and the inclusion of not 
one but two versions of the 
flawed David Live begs the 
question of whether or not 
the compilers should’ve 

broken theme and tossed 
in 1977’s Low and Heroes 
instead, epic achievements 
that no doubt will be paired 
with Lodger and Scary 
Monsters in the inevitable 
third volume of this series. 
The deciding factor comes 
down to Bowie’s cunning 
status as both performer 
and innovator, as well as the 
undeniably dynamic quality 
of these analog pressings—
all of which turn Who Can 
I Be Now? 1974-1976 into 
a journey into the mind of 
a sonic chameleon whose 
genius lingers far after the 
hits fade. 
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Such visions are brought to full-color, living 
detail via an indispensable hardcover book 
jam-packed with first-hand accounts of 
the Bay Area quartet’s nascent days as 
well as vintage photographs. Many of the 
written narratives lack professional editing. 
But given the timbre of the period and the 
record at hand, the dearth of polish feels 
proper and makes the book seem like the 
equivalent of the type of underground metal 
fanzine that covered Metallica years before 
the mainstream paid the thrash pioneers 
any mind. The archival text and images 
also reveal the members’ approachable, 
down-to-earth nature a world apart from 
the spoiled, out-of-touch personas depicted 
in the must-see 2004 documentary Some 
Kind of Monster. Think what you will of the 
modern version of Metallica. What’s made 
clear here is these former outliers divided and 
conquered the hard way: They earned it, one 
show and dubbed cassette tape at a time. 
The package, which physically resembles the 
relatively recent Deluxe Edition Led Zeppelin 
sets, also features a load of unreleased live 
material—the most revealing of which comes 
courtesy of a DVD recorded at Chicago’s 
iconic, 1100-capacity Cabaret Metro in the 
summer 1983. By no means audiophile 
quality, the vault material nonetheless exposes 
a riveting melange of hunger, passion, 
innovation, dexterity, energy, and excitement 
that immediately conveys something special 
happening. Metallica actually sounds mean, 
frightening and, true to one of its trademark 
songs, out to seek and destroy. The Ride 
the Lightning set duplicates the experience 
and serves as a reminder of the band’s light-
speed creative leap into topical songwriting 
and more complicated, refined structures 
and tempos. Each multi-disc/multi-LP 
treat justifies the price tag, as will, almost 
undoubtedly, forthcoming companion volumes 
for the group’s 1986 magum opus Master of 
Puppets and 1988’s uncompromising social 
commentary …And Justice for All. 

Metallica
Kill ‘Em All and Ride the Lightning
Elektra, 4LP + 5CD + DVD and 
3LP + 6CD + DVD box sets

M
etallica admits attempting to return to its thrash 

roots on its two most recent studio albums, 

including the new Hardwired…to Self-Destruct, 

which attempts to re-capture the vibe present 

on the band’s 1983 debut, Kill ‘Em All. Results 

aside, at least the group is looking for inspiration 

in the right place. The merits of the nasty, studs-

and-leather edge hammered into every passage 

of Kill ‘Em All spring forth with renewed vigor, 

insight, and ferociousness on this exhaustive 

Deluxe Edition box set whose existence becomes 

all the more surreal once you’re reminded of how 

tough, independent, and raw James Hetfield and 

company were back in the early 80s.

M U S I C
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 Beautiful music from computers, smartphones, and tablets
• Plays all music files—MP3s to high-res   • Software Upgradeable   
•  High output (1.2V Black, 2.1V Red) drives almost all headphones, and all amps or 

powered speakers   

•  At any volume, Black sounds more detailed and smoother than previous DragonFly 1.2
•  At any volume, Red sounds more powerful and spacious than DragonFly Black

From that � rst day in June 2012 — as soon as our 
� rst remarkable little DragonFly started honoring 
music files as they had never been honored 
before — the number 1 question was “What about 
playing music from my phone?”

Thanks to cutting-edge parts not previously 
available, and of course Gordon Rankin’s unequalled 
ability to implement those parts, we’ve got the 
answers you were waiting for!

Both new DragonFlys, the $99 Black and $199 
Red, sound better than any DragonFly before — 
and both play-nice with mobile phones.

Play music indoors, or go outside and play, bike, 
ski, relax at the beach, while enjoying great sound 
from Spotify, Tidal, YouTube or your own � les, MP3 
to HiRes!

Music From My Phone?

USB DAC + Preamp + Headphone Amp

BLACK RED

n its own, Van Mor-
rison’s It’s Too Late 
to Stop Now serves 
as evidence of the 
curmudgeonly sing-
er’s radiant genius 
as a vocalist and 
bandleader. Recorded 

during the Irish native’s 
1973 tour and issued in 

1974, the set teems with a level of on-
the-fly improvisation, soulful arrange-
ments, and stellar ensemble playing any 
aspiring music student should commit 
to memory. Unlike countless reissues 
that attempt to better a classic album 
by piggybacking rejected takes onto the 
original running order, thereby swelling 
the record to a bloated proportion that 
often wrecks all meaning and context 
(see, for example, The Band’s The Last 
Waltz: 40th Anniversary Edition), It’s Too 
Late to Stop Now…Volumes II, III, IV 
& DVD exists as a separate entity that 
complements the Hall of Fame-worthy 
original, now re-named It’s Too Late 
to Stop Now…Volume I. Comprised of 
three CDs, each featuring performances 
at a specific venue—as well as an aux-
iliary DVD that lends additional gravitas 
to the control and passion demonstrated 
by Morrison and his Caledonia Soul Or-
chestra while manhandling difficult time 
signatures as if they were child’s play-
things—this reissue brings to the fore 
45 previously unreleased tracks. Each 
crackles with sweat equity and mythi-
cal intensity. Remixed from the original 
multi-track recordings by Guy Massey, 
the audiophile-quality fidelity ties the red 
bow on a set every bit as engaging as 
its renowned predecessor.

Van Morrison
It’s Too Late to Stop Now…Volumes II, III, IV & DVD
Sony Legacy, 3CD + DVD

O
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ure, you could spring for the super-colossal 
mammoth edition of this title and sift through nine 
versions of “John Latham” amidst an onslaught 
of pre-superstar-era Pink Floyd rarities. Or, you 
could spend hundreds upon hundreds less, enjoy 
an editor’s culled selections, and still, largely, 
become transported into the nascent inner 
workings and psychedelic evolutions of the famed 
British collective. Of the 27 tracks here, 19 are 
previously unreleased. BBC Radio performances, 
a 1969 live version of “Interstellar Overdrive,” and 
a live 1970 jaunt through “Atom Heart Mother” 
comprise several of the highlights on a well-curated 
compilation that doesn’t overstay its welcome. 

S
Pink Floyd
The Early Years, 1967-1972
Sony Legacy/Pink Floyd Records, 2CD
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Reed personally supervised the 
remastering at New York’s Mas-
terdisk. Compared to the existing 
digital editions of his works, the 
sonic improvements provided 
here are akin to comparing K-Tel 
cassette tapes to high-resolution 
downloads. Granted, the former 
Velvet Underground member’s ex-
perimentations and continued cre-
ative transformations didn’t always 
translate to mesmerizing art—let 

M U S I C

Lou Reed 
The RCA & Arista Album Collection
Sony Legacy, 17CD box set

B
y the accounts of everyone that witnessed it, 

the final project on which Lou Reed embarked 

before passing away in October 2013 brought 

him surprising joy and satisfaction. That 

undertaking assumes the physical form 

of The RCA & Arista Album Collection, a 

comprehensive 17-disc box set comprising 

every studio and live effort he made for the 

two imprints from 1970 through 1986.

alone commercial successes. 
Metal Machine Music, anyone? 
Yet even the misfires—Sally Can’t 
Dance, New Sensations among 
them—prove compelling. As a 
credit to Sony Legacy, every-
thing from Reed’s period oeuvre 
is included, warts and all. What 
emerges is a clearer portrait of a 
shape-shifting pioneer occasion-
ally insecure with his identity but 
always confident that shaking up 

norms, expectations, and trends 
leads in directions that outlast 
detractors and here-today, gone-
tomorrow fashions. Accompanied 
by an 80-page hardcover book 
stuffed with rare memorabilia and 
entertaining interviews, the spare-
no-expenses packaging further 
confirms the care invested. A di-
minished edition of the set is avail-
able via a 6LP set, but it’s missing 
too many key ingredients. 
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w w w . f o c a l . c o m
USA • Distribution by Audio Plus Services — CANADA •  Distribution by Plurison

WELCOME N03
TO THE ACCLAIMED SOPRA FAMILY

SOPRA N01
SOPRA N02

SOPRA N03

MADE IN FRANCE

NEW                          panning the 

band’s Decca output, and 

ranging from 1964’s The Rolling 

Stones through 1969’s Let 

It Bleed, the self-descriptive 

The Rolling Stones in Mono 

16LP box set hits all the marks 

a reference archival release 

should. In short: For those 

wondering whether the trove—

overseen by ABKCO audio 

engineer Teri Landi, cut at Abbey 

Road Studios by Sean Magee 

and Alex Wharton from new 

flat-master DSD files created by 

Bob Ludwig from the original 

analog mono master tapes, and 

pressed at GZ Media—is worth 

the roughly $350 investment 

even if you already own these 

records, you’ll get satisfaction. 

And much more. (continued)

The Rolling Stones
The Rolling Stones in Mono
ABKCO/Universal, 180g 16LP box set  
or 15CD box set

S
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The anthology also again proves Phil 
Spector’s beliefs correct, at least in stereo’s 
nascent era. The mono sound mirrors how 
the Stones played in the studio—together, 
and at once, an approach that reflected the 
methodology of the blues and R&B legends 
that inspired them. Indeed, the environments 
and sensations delivered time and again 
by The Rolling Stones in Mono conjure that 
of intimate, sweaty, blues-filled juke joints 
on the South Side of Chicago at which the 
musicians, needing to compensate for the 
din of the crowd and clanking of bottles, 
cranked up their amplifiers and channeled 
their sound into explosive, massive balls 
capable of penetrating even brick walls. So 
forget all the memorabilia, documentaries, 
museum exhibits, biographies, recollections, 
videos, and tours. The grooves on these 
albums best represent the Stones’ legacy 
and tell their story like nothing else.

AUTHENTIC BBC MONITORS 
Transparent…Uncolored…Accurate.  This is what made the sound of the original British Broadcasting 

Corporation monitors legendary.  Graham Audio has made it their mission to continue this legacy, and to 
bring the LS5/8, LS5/9 and LS3/5 to a broader global audience.  Drawn from many years of BBC 

research, and through the engineering genius of Derek Hughes, these speakers have been recreated 
using state of the art materials and technology under license from the BBC.  The LS5/9 is now available 

in the U.S. along with the LS5/8, and the never commercially produced LS3/5. 
At Graham Audio the legend lives on…

Distributed in the United States by Graham Audio USA 
www.grahamaudiousa.com | info@grahamaudiousa.com 

LS5/9

LS5/8
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TAD 
God’s Balls, Salt Lick, and 
8-Way Santa
Sub Pop, LP or CD

C
M U S I C

redit Sub Pop for bestow-
ing TAD’s two full-length 
albums and extended EP 
recorded for the Seattle im-
print a deluxe treatment one 
would expect reissues from 
a household-name band to 
possess. A critical part of the 
scene that ultimately spawned 

what became to be known as 
“grunge,” TAD boasted a heavy, 

gristly, dark distorted sound pulled 
from punk, noise, and metal disciplines 

along with grim, out-of-left-field narratives per-
taining to serial killers, wood goblins, and axe-
wielding misfits. Leader Tad Doyle’s qualifica-
tions a butcher gave the myth-loving Sub Pop 
founders all the grist they required to transform 
the group’s backstory into a creative tale about 
deranged lumberjacks worthy of a story con-
cocted at the Iowa Writer’s Workshop. Humor 
and imagination aside, TAD’s early records 
endure because they remain entirely unique in 
approach and unrelenting in execution. Doyle 
and company utilized “instruments” such as 
empty car gas tanks, hacksaws, and cello 
bows on drum cymbals for 1989’s thunderbolt-
throwing God’s Balls. Continuing to mate with 
like-minded producers, the quartet teamed 
in 1990 with Steve Albini and achieved physi-
cal precision on the Salt Lick EP. Soon after, it 
paired with Butch Vig for the slightly more me-
lodic 8-Way Santa, the final effort made with 
the original lineup—and home to “Stumblin’ 
Man” and “Jack,” songs as emblematic of the 
era as any generated by former label mates 
Nirvana. Sub Pop’s reissues claim stagger-
ing print quality, revealing photography, and 
informative liner notes along with bonus tracks 
and overpowering sonics that leave the thinner 
fidelity of the originals in the dust. 
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Fortunately, Warner Bros. 
continues to roll out past 
Young gems on dead-quiet, 
mastered-from-the-original-
tapes vinyl pressings that 
serve as examples of what 
any basic analog reissue 
should offer. Young’s “Ditch 
Trilogy” of Time Fades Away, 
On the Beach, and Tonight’s 
the Night—as well as the 
successive Zuma—rank 
among the most definitive, 
and unique, efforts of 
the 1970s. Emotionally 
ravaging and unsparingly 
raw, the tormented eulogy 
and pained confession 
that is Tonight’s the Night 
remains the best-known 
of the batch. Yet each of 
these personal records 
holds kernels of truth, 
courageousness, and 
serenity that allow them 
to transcend their era and 
unfurl with a relevance 
decades later. In singer-
songwriter mode up until 
romping in the garage 
for Zuma, Young sounds 
unmistakably direct, 
vulnerable, and human. All 
four titles have been out of 
print on vinyl for years, and 
while they all don’t replicate 
the specific paper stock of 
the original covers to the 
nth degree, listeners will 
find no fault with the sonic 
details, clarity, textures, and 
immediacy they afford. 

Neil Young
Time Fades Away, On the Beach, Tonight’s the Night, and Zuma
Reprise, LP

N                                   eil Young’s long-

promised Archives Vol. 2 remains a pipe 

dream. The maverick artist, however, keeps 

releasing new music to mixed results. He 

added animal sounds, atmospheric effects, 

and studio-recorded gospel-choir vocals to 

live recordings on Earth, a hybrid concert 

album that comes across as an inspired, 

stubborn, and revealing commentary on both 

consumerism and the state of the planet. His 

more recent Peace Train doesn’t fare as well, 

falling into the listen-and-forget-it abyss that 

also includes A Letter Home, Storytone, and 

Fork in the Road—all from the past decade. 

But the Canadian native’s spectacularly  

deep back catalog always beckons.

M U S I C
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he folks at HiFi Racks make robust racks that 
beautifully integrate with your décor, yet provide 
highly stable platforms for your gear. We’ve been 
using one of their Grand Stands for some time 
now with excellent result, but the Podium is a 
lovely option if you’d like to incorporate a large 
television, have some oversized turntables or 
perhaps just would like to display your four box 
dCS system all on one shelf.

Either way, you can choose the standard 
width shelves (800mm/32inch, 995mm/40 inch 
or 1200mm/47 inch) all 400mm/16 inch deep, 
or customize it exactly to your needs. Finished 
in satin or gloss, select between oak, walnut, 
mahogany, maple or cherry hardwoods.

Each shelf is capable of holding 150kg/330lbs., 
so you could probably use your Podium XL as a 
massage table when it isn’t holding hifi gear.  
But that’s up to you.

HiFi Racks  
PodiumXL Rack

Approx. $350 per shelf     www.hifiracks.co.uk

T

http://www.hifiracks.co.uk
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The new Excite X18.

The next classic.

Impressive performance capabilities, highlighted by its detailed high frequency resolution, incredible 
transparency, powerful dynamics and remarkably deep bass extension make the X18 ideal for 
small to medium sized rooms and simply one of the finest compact loudspeakers Dynaudio has 
ever developed. 

$6,750  www.rochebobois.com

The Bubble Sofa by Roche Bobois

The Bubble Sofa pictured here is designed by Sacha 
Lakic and is available in a wide range of colors. 
Deemed a master of “motion and speed,” his 
creations are not limited to furniture. He’s penned 
a number of automotive and motorcycle design 
projects, along with some incredibly cool sunglasses.

And this multiple award winning designer rides 
a pretty mean, fully café’d out Honda CX500 like 
nothing you’ve ever seen. The Bubble Sofa makes for 
a striking statement between your favorite speakers.

http://www.dynaudio.com/excite
http://www.rochebobois.com
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Real High Fidelity.

“Brinkmann’s Bardo Turntable and 10.0 Tonearm are essential 
reference tools in my evaluation of test pressings. They simply 
let more of the music through.”

–Bob Ludwig, Gateway Mastering Studios

“The World’s Finest Turntables…

Brinkmann-USA.com
"The World's Finest Turntables…and more!"

endorsed by the world’s greatest Mastering Engineer”
                   e’ll stick our collective 
necks out and guess that you’ve 
probably lost more than one 
smartphone charger over the last 
year. Perhaps you have a sinister, 
charger stealing bandit somewhere 
in your house that refuses to fess up? 
Whatever the case, here’s a great 
solution from Snap Power, a USB 
charger built right into the outlet! Now 
just get territorial with those lightening 
charging cables.

If your USB chargers are not in 
danger of being pilfered, but you 
could use a bit of extra task lighting, 
consider the Snap Power Guide Light. 
Like the charger, the Guide Light 
fits in place of your current outlet 
cover. Available in duplex or décor 
configuration, they work with either 
outlet style, and can be ordered in 
white, ivory or light almond.

Installation is quick and easy, 
taking no more than about 5 minutes. 
The power prongs on the Snap Power 
covers fit right between the two 
screws on the side of your outlets, 
drawing power there. They suggest 
killing the power to the outlet before 
installation and we concur. We don’t 
want to lose any of our readers!

Snap Power  
Guide Light Outlet and USB Charger

W
$15 and $20, respectively   www.snappower.com  

http://www.snappower.com
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The Sound Organisation • facebook.com/TheSoundOrganisation 
• call: 972.234.0182 • email: info@soundorg.com • website: soundorg.com
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The world-class speaker 
manufacturer you 
probably never heard of. 
Until now.

Stereo

Lifestyle

Home Cinema

Wireless

& Active

Speaker Systems

Why does anyone start a loudspeaker company?

Good question. Ignoring the obvious answer (because they’re nuts), it might just be because 

they felt compelled to.

Dali’s first designs were originally created for a Danish hifi store. This retailer 

wasn’t entirely happy with the loudspeakers then availables, so they decided to 

build their own.

You’re thinking what does a retailer know about manufacturing, right?

Well, actually, quite a lot as it turns out.

Three decades later, Dali are one of the world’s leading loudspeaker manufacturers, with a list 

of international awards the envy of their industry, including several from EISA (The European 

Imaging and Sound Association), voted for by expert journalists from over 20 countries.

More importantly, European music lovers are huge fans too, which explains why Dali has sold 

over a million pairs of loudspeakers to date.

Dali control every stage of the design & production process, while drivers, crossovers and the 

cabinets themselves are engineered in-house. 

At Dali the company motto states, ‘In admiration of music.’

And now you can discover why we think you’ll be hearing a lot more about Dali at one of our 

network of carefully selected dealers.

Orvis WW 1  
Wooden Propeller
$298   www.orvis.com

So, who doesn’t need a propeller? 
Perhaps better known for their 
sweaters, outfitter Orvis has added 
a line of interesting accoutrements 
in the “Men’s Den” section of 
their online catalog. This life-sized 
wooden propeller is claimed to 
be a reproduction of the biplanes 
of the era. Solid wood, with a 
semi-gloss, hand rubbed finish 
and hammered tin on the leading 
edges, you can imagine you’re 
either the Red Baron, or chasing 
him to his defeat. A perfect 
upgrade to that Bud Light sign you 
used to have in your man cave.

http://soundorg.com
http://www.dali-speakers.com
http://www.orvis.com
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WineSkin Bottle Protector
$3  www.wineskin.net

W            hile our ongoing 
“Wino” column has 
availed you to a number 
of interesting things to 
drink, what about when 
you want to bring a gift to 
dinner? What better way 
to protect and transport 
your vino than a WineSkin 
bottle protector?

Combining modern 
3M adhesives and tightly 
trimmed bubble wrap, this 
is an elegant solution to 
an age-old problem. The 
DIY’ers in the audience 
may just want to cut a 
swath of bubble wrap 
from a roll and use a little 
bit of tape, but it won’t 
look this cool.

http://www.simaudio.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/MOON-by-Simaudio/197633850255995
https://twitter.com/Simaudio
http://www.wineskin.net
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reviously only 
available in Japan, 

NYC retailer Todd Snyder 
brings this red blooded 
American collaboration 
from the Red Wing Boot 
Company and Timex 
watches. Available in 
a number of different 
styles, these reasonably 
priced, yet stylish 
timepieces appear 
that they will “take a 
licking” in the best 
Timex style. Lumberjack 
and Lumbersexual will 
appreciate the Indiglo 
design, regardless of 
activity, and for those 
with smaller wrists, 
a 38mm size is also 
available.

42mm Timex + Red Wing Chronograph
$158   www.toddsnyder.com

P

http://www.toddsnyder.com
http://www.nagraaudio.com
http://www.nagraaudio.com
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ust in case you’ve become really bored 
with tagging music files, tracking album 
art and metadata, take a break and put 
together a jigsaw puzzle. Up the ante 

and tackle this one, courtesy of modern artist 
Jackson Pollack.

Whether you use this for fun, therapy or 
torture, it will take a while to complete. See 
how long you and your favorite OCD friends 
can stay on task before you melt down over the 
holidays. One Amazon customer commented, 
“This was the toughest puzzle I’ve ever done.” 
So enjoy, it beats arguing about the upcoming 
presidential inauguration.

Jackson Pollack Pomegranate Puzzle
$18   www.amazon.com

J

http://www.amazon.com
http://www.oppodigital.com
https://twitter.com/OPPODIGITAL
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JAZZ & BLUES

He quotes tunes in passing and 
paraphrases them at length, and 
muddies up the harmonies—the 
kinds of things jazz cats do all the 
time. But only recently have jazz 
arrangers begun to delve into his 
repertoire, and with mixed results. 
Ives’ ever-mutable mix of deep feel-
ing and brainy playfulness, and his 
music’s broad allusive range, can 
be hard to bring off.  

Hofbauer’s crew is akin to one 
of those tiny theater troupes that 
act out all the characters in a long 
novel: The players remain adept at 
plenty of quick role changes. The 
leader, on acoustic, shifts among 
myriad functions, picking or strum-
ming chords or bass figures, or 
joining in the counterpoint, without 
losing his rhythmic bearings when 
changing hats. But the whole band 

Eric Hofbauer Quintet
Prehistoric Jazz–Volume 3:  
Three Places in New England
Creative Nation Music, CD

he first two volumes in Boston 

guitarist Eric Hofbauer’s Prehistoric 

Jazz series, Rite of Spring and Quin-

tet for the End of Time, are bold re-

imaginings of Stravinsky and Mes-

siaen for a five-piece ensemble that 

walks a fine line between jazz and 

20th-century classical music. The 

melodies get jazzed up a bit, opened out with focused 

improvisation, or ingeniously orchestrated, for trumpet, 

clarinet, cello, guitar and drums. All risky business the 

group pulls off with aplomb.

So it goes with Hofbauer’s take on Charles Ives’ or-

chestral suite that took form over the 20th century’s first 

three decades—music inspired by communal and per-

sonal memories of three specific sites. Ives’ American 

tunes are steeped in the ragtime, marches, pop songs, 

and theater music that also helped shape early jazz.

excels at the feat. At certain mo-
ments, cellist Junko Fujiwara in-
habits the part of a country fiddler 
or walking bassist. She has a few 
occasions to do the latter. Hofbauer 
likes the release that comes when 
somber melodic material gives way 
to exuberant swingtime, and drum-
mer Curt Newton amps up the beat. 
(Minor criticism: Sometimes we 
wait for the latter to happen a little 
too long.) Trumpeter Jerry Sabatini 
and clarinetist/bass clarinetist Todd 
Brunel frequently trade phrases or 
overlap in chattery dialog, or take 
pocket solos. 

Ives’ places dot the local map: 
The monument to a black Civil War 
regiment in Boston Common; the 
Connecticut site of a military camp 
one Revolutionary War winter; a riv-
er in Western Massachusetts along 

which Ives and his beloved new 
bride walked in the mist one Sun-
day morning, hearing music from a 
distant church. That last movement 
serves as an occasion for quiet, 
layered playing, the leader’s gentle 
guitar ostinato portraying the rip-
pling river. And then, just as Ives 
wrote it, that quiet builds to a mighty 
crescendo, as if the composer’s 
heart had been bursting with feeling 
at the moment this music recreates. 

Those New England places trig-
gered Ives’ love of patriotic tunes 
and hymns for their associative 
qualities. Ives quotes “The Battle 
Cry of Freedom” in the first move-
ment, and Hofbauer’s quintet takes 
up that tune for a loose collective 
improvisation toward the close. 
“Putnam’s Camp” recycles a couple 
of Ives marches designed to mimic 
an amateur band’s excesses and 
hesitations, and really gets the 
quintet jumping. (The ensemble had 
a high mark for which to shoot: ICP 
Orchestra’s rowdy “Close Encounter 
with Charles’s Country Band” cov-
ers the same material.) There’s also 
a funereal section, with bugle-call 
echoes, and then—in a crazy move 
that makes perfect sense—Hofbau-
er interpolates Albert Ayler’s 1964 
free-jazz spiritual “Ghosts,” the sort 
of catchy, referential tune Ives often 
injected into a composition. 

The turn stands as one of the 
many ways Hofbauer’s quintet de-
vises living music of a suite com-
pleted in 1929. His Prehistoric Jazz 
series is less about jazzing the clas-
sics than situating the last century’s 
classical music and classic jazz in 
the same modernist continuum.   
—Kevin Whitehead

T
©Photo by Marcus Stern
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That’s not to say the Punch Broth-
ers, a string band built on prog notions, 
wasn’t a hoot. Yet they had arcane 
moments, usually when grandiosity 
swamped a tune’s allure or complexity 
yielded a cul de sac. Thile’s new duet 
disc with jazz pianist Brad Mehldau oc-
casionally feels like it could get soggy 
with excess. Ornamental moments dot 
the landscape. But—ta da!—the pair 
showcases myriad ways of lining these 
performances with persuasive aplomb. 

“Daughter of Eve” sports a sideways 
structure, zigging left when you think it 
might zag right, and tilting toward the 
labyrinthine in an intriguing way. The duo 

M U S I C

Chris Thile & Brad Mehldau
Chris Thile & Brad Mehldau
Nonesuch, 2LP or 2CD

he start of Edgar Meyer & Chris Thile’s “Fence Post in the 
Front Yard” contains picking so fleetly virtuosic, it is to laugh. 
Chops city, yo, and in case you’re unfamiliar with the es-
teemed bassist and beloved mandolin player, they have all 
sorts of eloquence at their disposal. But speed is a momen-
tary titillation and guys like these know it. Useful, sure—in 
short doses. 

Thile, of Nickel Creek and Punch Brothers fame, likes 
playing rigorous passages but chooses his material wisely. 
The aforementioned 2008 duo disc is built on motifs much 
more informal than the frenetics of “Fence Post” would have 
us believe. That’s a plus. Regardless of his prodigy child-
hood and expert way with Bach, the new host of “A Prairie 
Home Companion” proves most engaging when a bit of 
tradition stays tucked into his pocket. 

T kicks off its filigreed interpretation with 
baroque flair, but their commitment to 
both clarity and vernacular remains deep 
enough to ground the action. As its eight 
twisty minutes conclude, it feels as if a 
symphony gets hidden inside a folk song. 

Although an oddity on paper, the 
mandolin/piano choice makes for a 
fetching combo. The instruments cover 
lots of turf, timbre-wise, and the alliance 
between these players is terrific. They 
toured together a few years back, estab-
lishing a songbook and nurturing cama-
raderie. Here it feels like they’re not only 
on the same page but simultaneously 
writing the same sentence. (continued) 

©Photo by Brantley Gutierrez
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The braided lines of “Tallahassee Junc-
tion” speak to the kinship of counter-
point. A gliding momentum energizes 
the Mehldau original “The Watcher.” 
Synched nicely, these guys prioritize 
poise. As the latter track alludes to “Love 
for Sale,” the action dips and swoops 
exactly the way it should if it’s going to 
claim the victory of total integrity.

The old-guard bluegrass formulas 
and simpler song designs that bubble 
up are enticing in their own ways. By 
keeping things sparse, the duo accentu-
ates the dread of Gillian Welch’s “Scarlet 
Town.” And, rightfully, there’s no flash in 
play on Joni Mitchell’s “Marcie.” Mehldau 
simply provides his partner with a plush 
cushion to sparingly decorate. While 

they have some fun prancing through 
a vocal-less version of Elliott Smith’s 
“Independence Day,” the modesty of 
Ruaidri Dáll O Catháin’s “Tabhair dom 
do Lámh” resonates just as much. As a 
duo, their artistic persona comes across 
as convincingly during the ornate drama 
of “Noise Machine” as it does amidst 
the jaunty lilt of Bob Dylan’s “Don’t Think 
Twice, It’s Alright.” 

Splitting the difference between 
embellishment and restraint is the true 
achievement at hand. Seems like their 
signature virtuosity can be summoned 
at any time, but it’s only dispensed when 
needed. Maybe this is actually a trio, 
with judiciousness always riding shot-
gun. —Jim Macnie

©Photo by Michael Wilson
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“Body & Soul” stands 
as a New York anthem in a 
roundabout way. Coleman 
Hawkins’ classic 1939 version 
announced his return to town 
after years in Europe. Slagle’s 
solo alto rendition resembles 
Hawk’s a cappella tenor pieces 
in its self-sufficiency. The 
harmony gets conveyed by the 
complex line, which accompa-
nies itself. Like the old-timers, 
Slagle likes his artful quota-
tions. The snippets of “’Round 
Midnight” and Ornette Cole-
man’s “Lonely Woman” here 
are more wistful than playful. 
A longer quote from Ornette’s 
“Broadway Blues” arrives in the 
same number. Not that Slagle’s 
alto ever sounds like that of 
Coleman. The other standard 
ballad is a straightforwardly 
tender “Guess I’ll Hang My 
Tears Out to Dry” on which his 
keening long notes hang in the 
air and his stately poise recalls 
John Coltrane’s early 60s bal-
lads.  

Slagle and Lovano are old 
friends. Both passed through 
Woody Herman’s band—and 
two pieces for alto and tenor 
show their kinship as blustery 
hard-chargers with a sweet 
side. “Alto Manhattan” is a 
mildly tricky staccato melody  
in syncopated swingtime, 
spare as a halting Monk tune. 
There are two brisk and similar 
takes, one with Lovano’s gruff 
whirlwind and one without.  

M U S I C

Steve Slagle
Alto Manhattan 
Panorama, CD

T
he title Alto Manhattan is a deft pun. Steve 
Slagle plays alto and lives on that island where 
some Latinos call the hilly upper end where 
he resides Alto Manhattan. Way uptown in the 
heights, Afro-Caribbean music emanates from 
everywhere. You get an education just walking 
around. Slagle has worked both sides of the 
avenue—with Machito and Ray Barretto as  
well as Joe Lovano’s ensembles and the  
Mingus Big Band. Latin beats (and Lovano)  
are part of this album’s mix. 

Slagle first made his name in the 1980s, 
when Carla Bley seized on his sizzling alto for 
her midsize bands. He also recorded a Brazil-
ian album in Rio for Atlantic. He’s made a pas-
sel of records since, with a variety of lineups, 
and maybe generating less attention than he 
deserves—a hometown hero whose hometown 
is New York. Harmonically sophisticated, rhyth-
mically aggressive, and sporting a biting, acid 
tone, Slagle definitely plays Manhattan alto. 

It speaks well of Slagle that 
the results beget a toss-
up. On the quartet version, 
he gets longer to stretch, 
and drummer Bill Stew-
art, another longtime ally, 
warms up to hanging on and 
amplifying every inflection. 
The album’s core quartet 
gets down in the gulch on 
Slagle’s “I Know That You 
Know” (not Vincent You-
mans’ 1920s flag-waver), a 
bluesy ballad where the alto-
ist broadly bends notes, and 
in his own way. He doesn’t 
imitate Johnny Hodges ei-
ther. Pianist Lawrence Fields 
and bassist Gerald Cannon 
break out vintage blues figu-
rations to intensify the effect. 

Three compositions 
adding Roman Diaz’s con-
gas include “Family,” with 
Lovano again on tenor. It 
takes its place as an uptown 
prowl with a slinky dancing 
melody, where the saxes 
egg each other on and im-
provise a bit together. Diaz 
returns for the last two tunes 
on which Slagle swaps alto 
for flute and gets a hol-
low, mourning-dove tone. 
“Holiday” adds Lovano’s 
quavery soprano sax (mezzo 
soprano, actually, a minor-
third lower in pitch) but both 
tunes feel anticlimactic. 
Slagle’s alto is a hard act to 
follow. —Kevin Whitehead
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The Greatest $5 Bang For Your Buck

Venture Electronics 
Monk Plus IEMs
By Kyle Dusing hile Massdrop flavor-of-

the-month earphones 

pop up in emails weekly, 

one product has taken 

the budget hi-fi world 

by storm. The Venture 

Electronics Monk Plus In-Ear Monitors prove to 

be an eye-opening value. This company strives 

to provide high-value products, excelling at music 

reproduction, with a surprisingly uncolored, true 

to the original recording sound. Though they keep 

the price low and sound quality high, don’t let the 

low price fool you! 

Driven by my iPhone, the Monk Plus sound 

proves immediately addictive, yet scalable 

with better gear. The Chord Electronics Mojo, 

Benchmark Dac2 HGC, and Primaluna Dialogue 

Premium HP integrated headphone amp; all took 

the Monk Plus to limits thought unimaginable 

with a low budget pair of phones. Dynamics, 

soundstage depth, and definition are all improved 

with first class sources, and the overall tonality 

proves organic, open, and very clean. 

W
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Handcrafted in Denmark

Dynamic - energetic - alive

RS3 - The ultimate standmount

www.gamutaudio.com          facebook.com/gamutaudio         usa@gamutaudio.com         888-252-249

“The new GamuT RS3 stand-mounted two-way. 
Finished in beautiful cabinetry with integral 
stands, the $19,000 RS3 was one of the show’s 
musical highlights, with a spacious yet focused 
presentation, natural timbres, and engaging 
musicality.”

Robert Harley, The Absolute Sound - October 2015

“If I didn’t know better, I would have sworn I was 
listening to much bigger speakers! These (RS3) are 
stunning small monitors that deliver big speaker 
sound!”

Jeff Dorgay, Tone Audio - THE SHOW, Newport 2015

“GamuT’s RS3 standmount monitors are one of the 
two finest loudspeakers I’ve ever had in my home. 
I’ve prized the time I’ve spent with them because, 
in very many ways, they’ve shown me a way 
forward toward higher levels of performance that 
I thought possible”

Chris Martens, Hi-Fi+, September 2015

“The (RS3) speaker proved so wonderfully 
descriptive of the textures and timbres of acoustic 
and electronic sounds that it was never anything 
other than wholly captivating.”

John Bamford, HiFi news, 2014

The Monk Plus has in-
credible imaging, and the right 
amount of detail, engaging 
you to the point that encour-
ages tracking through an 
entire album. Even that audio-
phile classic “Keith Don’t Go” 
proves impressive, underlining 
the bass performance that 
these phones are capable 
of delivering. Regardless of 
tracks chosen, the bass line 
comes through with more 
than adequate weight for an 
open earbud design, with 
plenty of detail and transient 
speed. 

Staying in classic rock 
mode, Dire Straits self-titled 
album is equally illuminating, 
presenting Mark Knopfler’s 
voice in a lifelike and natural 
way. Cymbals strike with de-
cay and texture that I’ve never 
experienced anywhere near 
this price, with saturated and 
engaging midrange to boot. 

The tonality of the Monk 
Plus phones changes de-
pending on how you use 
the provided sound covers, 
or not. A single foam will fit 
snugly in most ears, result-
ing in a bolder bass response 
than sans foam. Two foam 
earpads make for a warmer 
bass and mid bass presenta-
tion (similar to their original 
design) while using these 
IEMs bare makes for a more 
open soundstage and faster, 
slightly leaner bass response. 
(continued) 

http://www.gamutaudio.com
http://www.gamutaudio.com
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buds, sonic performance is 
highly dependent on a good 
fit with your ear. 

With Monk Plus, the 
proof is in the listening. 
Forget the price 
tag; this is the most 
fun you can have 
with music and 
your smartphone. 
Sound this natural 
indeed needs to 
be experienced to 
be believed. These 
earbuds will become 
a necessary travel 
item, and likely a 
stocking stuffer, this 
holiday season. Keep 
Venture Electronics on 
your radar; they are 
doing a fantastic job 
at reinventing the high 
value/high-performance 
segment of the market. 
The Monk Plus phones 
are just plain fun, a great 
surprise, and inexpensive 
enough to share with a 
friend. Isn’t that part of 
what the audio experience 
is about?

www.veclan.com
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ur publisher currently 
uses the GamuT RS5i 
and managing edi-

tor Rob Johnson the RS3i, 
so you know we have a lot 
of respect for this Danish 
brand. The last generation 
S9 has also spent a few 
years as a reference com-
ponent, but the Zodiac 
takes things to a much 
higher level.

Current company owner 
and designer Benno Baun 
Meldgaard has taken this al-
ready fantastic speaker to a 
much greater level of perfor-
mance in every way. Every 
aspect has been meticu-
lously scrutinized, optimized 
and upgraded. While the 
Zodiac looks nearly identical 
to the S9 externally, (though 
a close look reveals that the 
ring radiator tweeter of the 
past models is no more) ev-
erything else has changed. 

Also, each one of the 12 
Zodiac models produced 
is fine tuned by Meldgaard. 
When finished, he pays the 
purchaser a visit to optimize 
setup in your listening room 
to assure his creation per-
forms to your satisfaction. 

GamuT 
Zodiac 
Speakers
$150,000/pair
www.gamutaudio.com

O

Respect for the original source. 
For over 30 years, Paradigm has set the standard for 
innovation and technology in loudspeaker manufacturing. 
The new Prestige™ Series builds on this history by combining 
new technologies with smart engineering, for astonishing 
performance at an incredible value. And Prestige™ is designed 
and crafted right here in our Canadian facility.
 
Visit paradigm.com to find your local Authorized Paradigm Dealer.
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Introducing

S ER I E S
PRE S T IGE

™

http://www.paradigm.com
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hose that don’t have 
the space required 
for MartinLogan’s 

magnificent Neoliths take 
note: the Expression ESL 
13A’s and the Renaissance 
ESL15A (review also in the 
works) serve up a major 
helping of MartinLogan’s 
flagship technology in 
a much more compact 
package. Combining a pair 
of DSP controlled woofers 
with Anthem’s ARC Room 
Correction, consider 
the battle with bass and 
ESL speakers put to rest 
-permanently.

MartinLogan continues 
to refine what they produce 
with each new generation 
of speaker sounding and 
looking better than the 
last. The ESL 13A covers a 
great sweet spot regarding 
performance for the dollar, 
and the addition of Anthem’s 
ARC makes these tough to 
ignore. 

MartinLogan  
Expression ESL 13A
Starting at $14,995/pair 
www.martinlogan.com

Pass Laboratories
13395 New Airport Rd. Ste G., Auburn, CA 95602 

(530) 878-5350 - www.passlabs.com

PASS

“In the end, everything is subjective, but in my humble opinion there is no 
better brand out there for innovative design, military spec like build quality 
and outstanding sound performance. In this case, if you also consider the 
astonishing value realized when compared to the best, we have something 
very very special.”

      Robert S. Youman

      INT-60 Review
      Positive-Feedback Issue 79

PASSPASS

Tone-INT60_March16.indd   1 3/22/2016   9:53:36 AM

T

http://www.martinlogan.com
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hough Exogal is a new 
name to many, this 
Minneapolis-based 

company is comprised of 
industry veterans Larry 
Jacoby, Jeff Haagenstad 
and Jim Kinne. (The 
brains behind some major 
products at Wadia Digital)

Designed and 
manufactured entirely in 
the US, the Comet DAC 
has inputs for every digital 
source you can imagine, 
handles every file you can 
throw at it, and sounds 
way better than it’s $2,500 
price tag would suggest. 
Best of all, it uses a digital 
volume control and can 
be used as a preamplifier 
with a single analog 
input to accommodate a 
phonostage should you be 
so inclined.  

We will be featuring this 
and the companion ION 
power amplifier very soon.

Exogal 
Comet DAC

T
$2,500
www.exogal.com

http://www.musicmattersjazz.com
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                        s an inveterate separates user, 

I sometimes wonder about the advantages of 

using an integrated amplifier.  There are quite 

a few such as saving space, fewer cables, 

one less power cord, front end and power 

section designed as a unit, etc. But somehow 

I never got around to living with one until the 

GamuT Di150 popped into the stable at TONE 

headquarters. GamuT speakers are no stranger 

around these parts and are enthusiastically 

recommended to our readers on many 

occasions. Our experience has usually been 

that those that can design speakers can not 

develop electronics and vice versa. This time 

we were all proven wrong, happily.

By Jerold O’Brien

Compact. Powerful. Innovative.

The GamuT  Di150    
Limited Edition 
Integrated 
Amplifier

A
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ing inputs of which there are two bal-
anced and three single-ended. A home 
theater bypass switch is also included, 
and all functions can be selected from 
the supplied volume control.   

Listening impressions

As the amplifier had been sitting cold 
at the TONE studio after photos for 
nearly a week, it proved a bit con-
strained until powered up for a day. 
After a few days of background opera-
tion, serious listening would proceed. 
At this point, I had been streaming 
from my Synology NAS to the AURAL-
iC Aires and Vega combination.

When fully up to speed, the Di150 
presents a deep and wide soundstage, 
well beyond the speaker boundaries, 
making my listening room seem much 
larger than it is.

Moreover, the soundstage is seam-
less in its presentation with no empha-
sis on any portion of the sound spec-
trum. A classical selection, Smetana’s 
“MA Vlast” by the Saint Louis Sym-
phony, Walter Susskind, conducting 
on the MoFi label aptly demonstrates 
this while simultaneously keeping all 
sections of the orchestra in perfect bal-
ance. The Telarc version of Beethoven 
Overtures by the Atlanta Symphony, 
with Yoel Levi conducting, reinforces 
the notion that this amplifier plays big.  

Moving on to some favorite jazz 
selections, Will Bernard’s “Close Shave 
(Part)” from the album Medicine Hat 
illustrates the ease by which the Di150 
can unravel all of the interactions be-
tween the musicians on this dense 
recording, keeping all of the rhythmic 
and percussive lines completely intact 
and easy to follow. (continued)

Major build quality

The use of a single NPN (negative/
positive/negative) MOSFET output 
device per supply rail for each chan-
nel grabbed my attention instantly. 
According to designer Benno Baun 
Meldgaard, the Di150 uses large-scale 
industrial MOSFETs adapted to work 
in an audio environment and that 
each device is identical, eliminating 
crossover distortion. This and a robust 
power supply is how it produces 180 
watts per channel at 8 ohms and 380 
watts per channel at 4 ohms. This 
more than enough grunt to drive even 
the most power-hungry speakers to 
realistic levels. The output transistors 
are biased at 14 watts, to “keep them 
at the temperature where they run 
best, eliminating the need for class-A 
operation.”

An old habit that has stuck with 
me for years is to pop the top of any 
audio products that I encounter to 
inspect the power supply and the 
overall layout of boards and parts. The 
Di150 does not disappoint, revealing 
a super tidy dual-mono design. Two 
large toroid transformers weight down 
the front of the amp, with four large 
16,000 mf capacitors in the mid-sec-
tion, the input boards take up the rear 
and two output boards flank either 
side. The large heat sinks barely get 
warm, even during extended listen-
ing at high volume. Judged on looks 
alone, this amp is a winner, but it gets 
better when you power it up.

The amplifier itself is an elegant 
design featuring a single knob, con-
trolling volume directly in the center of 
an acrylic insert. Four switches on ei-
ther side of the insert allow for switch-

R E V I E W
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This amplifier is a champion of 
pace and timing. Next up, a DSD 
file from Jim Ferguson’s album 
Deep Summer Music. The tune 
“What’s A Guy Supposed to Do?” 
shows off the bassist’s sense of 
swing while maintaining the humor 
of the compositional style. I loved 
how this amplifier captures the dy-
namics of the horn section without 
any irritating stridency, even when 
playing this selection a bit louder 
than normal.

Rounding out the listening im-
pressions with some obligatory 
female vocal tracks led me to Eden 
Atwood’s “Day by Day,” from her 
album This is Always. Ms. Atwood’s 
voice stays locked front and center, 
never wavering, with no trace of 
shrillness or bloat, emerging from 
the black background naturally. 
Next up, Cecile McLorin Salvant’s 
“I Didn’t Know What Time It Was” 
from the album Woman Child. The 
texture and timbre of her voice is 
beautifully rendered while the piano 
and bass provide a solid, propul-
sive thrust; neither invading on 
each other’s sonic space. Female 
vocal box ticked.  

Turning to analog, first up was 
the new pressing of Duke Elling-
ton’s Blues In Orbit, courtesy of 
Analog Productions. On “C Jam 
Blues” The Di 150 again proves 
expansive, with multiple horns eas-
ily discernable. Whether it was the 
trombone, trumpet, violin or clari-
net, the reproduction was utterly 
natural and engaging - impressive! 
The final test of dynamic capability 
came again from Analog Produc-

tions; Power of the Orchestra, 
featuring two Mussorgsky compo-
sitions and offering up the classic 
“Night On Bald Mountain,” with it’s 
enormous dynamic swings. Again, 
the Di 150 handles it with ease 
and is almost scary at how it in-
stantly goes from idle to full power.

Great for an extended date    

After living with this amplifier for 
almost a month, I grew to truly 
appreciate its various capabili-
ties. It rarely broke a sweat even 
under heavy dynamic conditions; 
it always stayed true to the music, 
and it never lost its primary char-
acter of presenting a large and 
seamless sound stage with nary 
an emphasis on any portion of the 
sound spectrum. It was always 
calm, cool and collected.

While not inexpensive the 
Di150’s $12,999 MSRP is not out 
of line compared with other prod-
ucts capable of such performance 
levels. My current reference amp 
and preamp retail for $12K and 
while the Di150 sounds differ-
ent in overall character, it merely 
presents a different flavor from 
what I’m used to. And that is a fla-
vor that could grow on me pretty 
quickly. 

For a music lover looking to 
save space or is simply looking for 
a final electronics purchase that 
will serve admirably over the long 
term, then I’d look no further than 
this amplifier. It offers superb per-
formance, excellent build quality, 
innovative electronic design and 
ease of use. Highly recommended.  

R E V I E W
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As Mr. O’Brien mentions at the beginning of 
this review, it’s rare that a designer has the 
moxie, the insight or the chops to build speak-
ers and electronics. But GamuT’s Benno Baun 
Meldgaard is a bright guy, who happens to be 
a major music lover of all kinds. The older I get, 
the more intriguing a fantastic integrated be-
comes. I love my job, but I do get tired of chas-
ing the cables. And speaking of cables, GamuT 
includes an IsoTek power cord that’s probably 
worth a thousand bucks if you bought it sepa-
rately. While some might complain about the 
relatively simple remote, I’ll take a mega power 
cord and inexpensive remote over the alterna-
tive any day of the week. One more thing not to 
buy!

Until the last few years, the integrated am-
plifier has been somewhat of a red-headed 
stepchild, but no more, with many great choic-
es. I love the Di150 for many reasons, but most 
of all for the sound quality and nearly 200 watts 
per channel of power. Unless you are going to 
drop six figures on separate components or 
you just have to have tubes (and I won’t call 
you a bad Smurf if you do), the Di150 is all you 
ever need for a world class system. I’ve heard 
the Di150 powering the $150k/pair GamuT 
flagship Zodiac speakers with no lack of excite-
ment.

Of course, I had excellent luck in my sys-
tem with my pair of GamuT RS5i speakers. 
This is a breathtaking combination, and as Mr. 
O’Brien has hinted, this is a similar topology to 
the single-ended Class-A designs from Nelson 
Pass. Not the same, but enough to be recog-
nizable. There are precious few solid state de-
signs that tube lovers find enamoring, but the 
Di150 won over all of my glowing bottle bud-
dies with the coherence it presents. (continued) 

Additional Listening  by Jeff Dorgay
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No matter what the program, the Di150 
plays music with a total lack of “elec-
tronic” feel. It just is, and that’s a tough 
trick to pull off.

Synergistic as the Di150 is with 
GamuT speakers, it was a dream with 
the Quad 2812s. These speakers are 
soundstage demons that feel like a giant 
pair of headphones in listening room 
two. I doubt that I ever pushed the Di150 
out of class-A mode and I’m sure that 
contributed to the magic. Paired with the 
Audio Research REF Phono 3 and the 
Gryphon Kalliope DAC brought parity to 
analog and digital sources. Even though 
both of these components exceeded 
the cost of the Di150, again, it was not 
embarrassed in the least.

For those wanting elegant simplicity, 
but still need to rock when required, this 
is the amplifier for you. And that’s why 
it’s TONEAudio’s Amplifier of the Year. l

GamuT Di150 Limited Edition Amplifier
$12,999

MANUFACTURER
GamuT

CONTACT  
www.gamutaudio.com  (factory)

PERIPHERALS

Speakers  Ryan R-630

Preamp  Modwright SWL 9.0 Anniversary Edition

Amp  Modwright KWA-150SE

Phono Stage  Manley Chinook

Turntable  VPI  HW-19  MK-IV with SME 309 

Cartridge  Van den Hul Frog

DAC  AURALiC Vega

Steaming device  AURALiC  Aries

Power Conditioner  Audience  aR6-TSS  

Power Cords  Audience Au24 SE

Interconnects & Speaker Cable   
Audience Au24SE The Sound Organisation • facebook.com/TheSoundOrganisation 

• call: 972.234.0182 • email: info@soundorg.com • website: soundorg.com

THE

ORGANISATION

Record Decks

CD Players

DACs

Amplifiers

Loudspeakers

Exc lus ive  US d is t r ibutors  of  :  Certon Systems •  Chord  Company •  Da l i  •  PMC •  Quadrasp i re  •  Rega  •  Wi lson Benesch

Appearances
can be deceptive.

Rega products are elegantly simple in appearance. Deceptively so, in fact. Everything is 

straightforward to setup, easy to use and utterly consistent in performance.

Yet underneath that apparent simplicity lies some of the most radical thinking, advanced 

engineering and innovative materials development you’ll find anywhere.

Based on 40 years of continuous research and unwavering 

commitment to UK manufacturing, everything Rega does is there for 

one reason alone.

Quite simply, if it doesn’t sound better, it doesn’t happen. (If it does 

sound better, but is considered ‘impossible,’ they’ll figure out how to 

do it anyway. There’s a very good reason the company’s named Rega 

Research).

Rega’s view is that hifi’s simply a tool for listening to your music.

So we think you’ll quickly forget all about the technology.

But we’re 100% sure you’ll remember the performance.

http://www.gamutaudio.com
http://www.rega.co.uk
http://soundorg.com
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Not Just Digital

Esoteric’s E-03 
Phonostage
By Greg Petan

eac’s Esoteric division has thrived in 

the ultra-competitive high-end audio 

market for over twenty years, during 

which they have created a lineage of 

first-rate components right up through 

the new line of Grandiose products with 

aspirations of cost no object superiority. 

Having reviewed their $20,000 K-01X 

digital player that remains a high point in 

my digital experience, the $6,000 E-03 

phonostage is not only one of the more 

affordable products in the lineup, but it’s 

also analog. The internet reveals a lot of 

chatter on Esoteric’s digital products, 

but not much is mentioned about their 

analog stuff. Here’s hoping to turn the 

page a bit.

T
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Lust and Confidence

My current analog front end 
consists of the Triangle Art 
Signature turntable with Osiris Arm 
and an Ortofon Cadenza Black 
cartridge mated to the Rogers 
PA-1 tubed phono stage. Merely 
placing the E-03 on the credenza 
that is my audio rack is an exciting 
moment. A quick look produces 
confidence, with three large knobs 
on the front panel. The middle 
switches between input one, a 
dedicated MC input and input two, 
which can be configured as MM or 
MC. Input one has a wider range 
of loading (10, 50, 100, 300, 500, 
1k and 10k ohms) with input two 
abbreviated to 100, 500, 1k and 
10k ohms for MC. MM loading is 
fixed at 47k, though it does offer 
0, 100pf, and 330pf settings for 

b i t . l y / to n e a u d i o m a g a z i n e

Download the TONEAudio Magazine App 
to your iPad or iPhone and read up on all 
the latest music, gear, and style reviews.

All that richness blended into each issue 
for less than the price of a good latte.

Experience TONEAudio Magazine in  
higher resolution on the Apple Newsstand.

Take TONE
 With You

capacitance loading. Both inputs 
offer a demagnetizing function that 
will suit heavy duty MC cartridge 
users. You may not interact with 
these settings every day, but it 
is nice to have them so readily 
available for those moments of 
inspired experimentation. 

The E-03 is rife with a time-
less beauty that is not limited to 
its casework. Internally, identical 
R-core power supply transformers, 
power boards, and audio boards 
are mounted in a symmetrical ar-
rangement to achieve mechanical 
stabilization, just as they do in their 
digital components. By avoiding 
the left and right channels having to 
share these components, Esoteric 
claims to achieve the ideal signal 
path and separation, while ensur-
ing that the E-03 has the power to 

spare. Single ended RCA inputs led 
me to the MIT Oracle 1.5HR phono 
cable, and after setting loading, 
there was little left to do but drop 
the needle and begin.

 
Listening impressions

The E-03 had spent time in the field 
at a few trade shows, so it arrived 
thoroughly burned in. First up was 
John Coltrane and Johnny Hart-
man. We are talking great first im-
pressions with a profound silence 
and musical flow making for an 
interesting presentation. Hartmans’ 
voice comes across organically, 
with nary a stitch of unnatural col-
oration interfering with the musical 
illusion. Coltrane’s’ sax is equally 
enticing; the E-03 renders so much 
of the essential nature of this in-
strument with ease. (continued) 
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The overall dynamics of 
the E-03 aren’t lightening fast, 
yet it never gets bogged down 
throughout the musical range. 
Notes come and go with an ef-
fortlessness and flow painting 
a cohesive picture. Listening 
to Billy Cobham’s’ “Yellow and 
Red Cabriolet” from Billy’s  
Best Hits, the sound is smooth, 
with bass that punches and  
recedes with utter fidelity,  
while maintaining an elasticity 
that avoided dryness or fatigue.  
The E-03 proves a perfect 
match with both Pass and 
D’Agostino amplification, its 
neutrality a plus.

The bass line in Tommy 
Flanagan’s ”Sea Changes” is a 
lovely up-tempo piece, allow-
ing the melody in as well with 
perfect clarity. The E-03 in the 
chain reveals subtle fingering 
and phrasing remain distinct 
yet not overly rendered allow-
ing the color and tone of the 
instrument to stay front and 
center. Compared to the digital 
version via my Krell Connect 
streamer, the analog bass is 
softer rounder and a tad less 
forceful. “Shinning Star” from 
Earth Wind and Fire has a nice 
funky bass line that through the 
E-03 erases some of the taught 
dryness of the digital version 
and tends to reveal more color 
and tone. It’s a close call, but 
the differences are audible.  

Six months of listening 
to hundreds of albums con-
firm the initial excitement over 
this phonostage. Straddling a 

subtle balance of achieving 
a subtle yet slightly relaxed 
presentation makes for a 
component you will enjoy for 
a long time. I was particularly 
impressed with the honest, 
realistic rendition of the Alan 
Parsons classic I Robot. This 
dense recording reveals much 
treasure through the Esoteric, 
with plenty of detail and an 
upper range that is focused, 
easy to digest, with no added 
glare or sheen.

The vacuum tube Rog-
ers PA-1 creates a somewhat 
wider and deeper sound-
stage than the E-03, but not 
enough to make me choose 
one over the other. The E-03 
paints a slightly rounder, more 
homogenous picture of the 
tonal landscape, on one level 
more like what you hear when 
experiencing music live. It’s 
rendition of melody, color, 
and temporal engagement is 
what continually draws me 
back into the picture with the 
Esoteric phonostage in the 
system. Placing the E-03 on a 
trio of Black Diamond Racing 
cones and square blocks will 
increase the soundstage de-
lineation and slightly improve 
the sense of speed for those 
requiring it, so consider that 
possibility before ruling it out.

 Even though the E-03  
has been on the market for  
six years now, it maintains  
a contemporary look, one  
fitting with the rest of the  
current Esoteric range.  

As part of TEAC, Esoteric 
offers substantial sup-
port and service to back 
their products up, creating 
major secondary market 
value as well. Remember, 
these guys made a lot of 
tape decks before ventur-
ing into digital, so there 
are decades of analog ex-
perience to draw upon.

For the analog enthu-
siast that wants sound 
quality, aesthetic purity 
and superior versatility all 
in one compact package, 
the Esoteric E-03 is at the 
top of our list. l

Esoteric E-03 
Phonostage
$6,000

MANUFACTURER
Esoteric

CONTACT  
www.esoteric-usa.com

PERIPHERALS

Analog Source  
Triangle Art Signature/
Osiris Arm/Ortofon 
Cadenza Black

Preamplifier  
Pass Labs XP-25

Power Amplifier  
Pass Labs XA200.8

Cable MIT

http://www.esoteric-usa.com
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Delectable
The Franco Serblin Lignea Speakers

By Jeff Dorgay

I
magine the world’s best mini-

monitor; highly resolving, 

magnificent imaging with 

midrange so clear, clean and 

uncolored it feels as if there 

are no speakers in the room 

at all. To make this vision 

even more inviting, forget 

the tiny, rectangular box that 

most familiar small monitors 

come packaged in; wrap 

whatever it takes to achieve 

these electronic goals in a 

pair of sculptures that look 

at home in one of the world’s 

top museums.
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Open your eyes; this is a dream 
you can have right now. Chief design-
er Massimiliano Favella mentions that 
the Lignea is the last of the legendary 
speaker designer Franco Serblin’s 
visions. While I haven’t ever quali-
fied a speaker as a “jazz” speaker, 
or a “rock” speaker since I was sell-
ing JBL’s back in the early 1980s, 
the more acoustic music auditioned 
through the Lignea’s leads me to 
believe they are more of an acoustic, 
or real music speaker. It’s not that 
you can’t play rock with these petite 
beauties. Steven Stills voice and the 
accompanying harmonies sound 
massive through these speakers in 
my living room, which only measures 
11 feet wide and about 17 feet deep.

Set up per the instructions, plac-
ing the speakers about 3 feet in from 
the side walls and about 3 feet out 
from the back wall, tilted in on a tri-
angle putting the listening spot about 
6 feet back is perfect. The harmonies 
in the Beatles’ “What Goes On” are 
equally inviting. Revisiting some of the 
most listened to Beatles tracks divulg-
es more intimate secrets from albums 
I thought I knew thoroughly. This is 
the magic of the Lignea.

The reason perhaps that I catego-
rize the Ligneas as acoustic speak-
ers is because they have such a high 
degree of resolution and musical ac-
curacy without ever sounding harsh, 
forward or strident, they do so much 
justice to reproducing acoustic instru-
ments. Observing Dave Grisman’s 
fingers command the mandolin, or 
Chick Corea master the keyboard, 
they paint a lovely musical picture in 
my listening room.  (continued)

http://www.musicdirect.com
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Leaving Roon in radio mode, 
Blackberry Smoke’s “Waiting for the 
Thunder” joins the queue, making it 
easy to turn the volume up and enjoy 
how much these little speakers really 
can rock. If you live on a constant 
diet of heavy rock, EDM or hip hop, 
you will probably yearn for a bit more 
of the bass response of the Stradi-
vari, perhaps Franco Serblin’s finest 
creation, yet on a day to day, you 
may never miss it.

Up close and personal

The Lignea’s are a personal, intimate 
speaker; a private treasure you may 
not want to share with anyone. The 
subtle inflections of Chuck Man-
gione’s flugelhorn on “Peggy Hill” is 
so involving and awash with detail, 
it’s as if you are glued to the listen-
ing chair. Not only does the slender 
shape help them to disappear, but 
the sheer transparency will fool you 
into thinking you’re listening to elec-
trostatic speakers. And with a pair of 
Quads right here for comparison, I’m 
not pulling your leg. The Lignea’s are 
that good.

And like the legendary British 
ESL’s, the Lignea’s are similar in the 
sense that they do what they do 
nearly better than anything else.

Franco Serblin built Sonus fa-
ber on small two-way speakers that 
served the music. The Lignea is an 
ultimate expression of this concept. 
When you hear the natural timbre 
and decay of cymbals through these 
speakers, you may just be spoiled 
for anything else. My LS3/5a’s (even 
the cool vintage ones) sound course 
by comparison, as do some other 
speakers at my disposal. (continued)

R E V I E W

When super size won’t do.
Getting great sound in a smaller space requires extra 
placement and planning. Large speakers usually 
won’t do, components often need to be stealthier and 
neighbors in close proximity might not appreciate your 
need to rock out at all hours of the day and night.
 
We’re here to help those living in smaller spaces find 
solutions that will keep smiles on everyone’s faces.
 
Check out our website, and join our growing 
community on Facebook.

AudiophileApartment.com     Facebook.com/AudiophileApartment
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Though these speakers are rated at 
a relatively low 83db sensitivity, possess-
ing a very gentle slope, first-order cross-
over network, they are easy to drive with 
modest amplification. The PrimaLuna HP 
integrated that is our Product of the Year 
turns in an outstanding performance, 
as does the 20 watt per channel Nagra 
300i and the 30 watt per channel Pass 
XA30.8. You won’t achieve concert hall 
levels with these speakers either way, so 
go for quality over quantity. 

Layers of texture come alive through 
the Ligneas. If hearing the classic “You 
Were on my Mind” from Shaun Colvin 
and Steve Earle doesn’t make you weep, 
and Ella Fitzgerald’s rendition of  “Miss 
Otis Regrets” doesn’t make you chuckle, 
you aren’t alive. These speakers excel at 
delivering tonal saturation and contrast, 
which helps you to interpret the emotional 
content of a performance that much eas-
ier. Every breath that Sarah Jarosz takes 
in “Lost Dog” comes through clearly, with 
the banjo in the background having its 
own distinct space.

Thanks to the small driver, small foot-
print, two-way design, the Ligneas also 
offer a superb sense of musical timing, 
acting as a point source. Lights on or 
off, it doesn’t matter, if these speakers 
weren’t so beautiful, you’d never notice 
that they were in the room.

To grill or not to grill 

The stringed grilles are have been poorly 
imitated by a number of other manufac-
turers, yet they continue here with the Lig-
nea and while I’m not sure if they add or 
subtract to the sound, they are beautiful 
to behold. However, their soft nature will 
not protect the soft dome tweeters from 
prying hands, noses or paws, so beware. 

(continued)
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Franco Serblin Lignea Speakers
$5,995/pair

MANUFACTURER
Franco Serblin 

CONTACT
www.francoserblin.it  (factory)
www.axissaudio.com   
(US Distributor)

PERIPHERALS

Analog Source  
Soulines HDX Kubrick/Rega 
RB2000/Rega Apheta 2

Phonostage   
Audio Research REF 3 Phono

Digital Source   
Gryphon Kalliope DAC,  
ELAC DS-101G

Amplification   
PrimaLuna DiaLogue HP Premium

Cable    
Cardas Clear

Manufactured in the UK by Data Conversion Systems Ltd   

Unit 1, Buckingway Business Park, Anderson Road, Swavesey, Cambridge, CB24 4AE

Imported by Data Conversion Systems Americas Inc.   

T +1 617 314 9296

 info@dcsltd.co.uk |  dCSonlythemusic |  www.dcsltd.co.uk

= Rossini
future proof +  
benchmark performance +  
superlative sound 

( )

When you listen to Rossini from dCS you will believe  

that the world has stopped and there is… 

ONLY THE MUSIC

Benchmark 
Performance

Every dCS product must meet the 
extraordinarily exacting standards 
demanded by our military heritage. 
As a result Rossini delivers levels  
of consistency and reliability like  
no other.

Superlative 
Sound

When you listen to Rossini our state 
of the art technology, manufacturing 
effort and rigorous testing combine 
to create a magical experience 
that perfectly recreates every last 
emotional nuance of whatever  
music you choose to listen to. 

Future Proof

We are pioneers who are constantly 
developing new technologies to 
improve the quality of reproduced 
sound. Our unique approach to 
product design means that Rossini 
can anticipate and support new 
formats and innovations in audio.

The grilles are easily removed with 
modest effort, and though I usual-
ly remove the grilles on everything 
I audition, the Lignea’s just feel a 
little naked without them.

Setting up the Ligneas is 
straightforward, but does require 
patience. Like a sports car with 
a small engine, you don’t have 
the luxury of losing horsepower 
anywhere. Achieving the correct 
balance between bass, midrange, 
and imaging is critical so that you 
don’t throw away any of the reso-
lution the Ligneas are capable 
of. Once the spot is found, inch 
your listening chair or couch up 
or back to find the last bit of per-
fection. I highly suggest enjoying 
these speakers nearfield for the 
most engaging results. 

While they are not as difficult 
to position as a pair of ESLs, take 
it easy and pay close attention to 
the process. When you get it right 
the stereo image explodes from 

left to right, but if you go too 
far in, it all disappears, becom-
ing sound from two separate 
boxes. Ease your way back into 
the music and swim in a breath-
takingly broad and deep sound-
stage that immerses you in 
music that just can’t be coming 
from these two tiny speakers. 

A whole lotta love

Maybe I was Italian in another 
life. Whether it be a Ducati 
motorcycle, an Armani suit or 
this pair of speakers from Mr. 
Serblin, there is an emotional 
component to Italian products 
that I can’t ignore. Both in 
sound and aesthetic, the 
Lignea speakers are a beauty 
to behold. They won’t be the 
right speaker for everyone, but I 
suspect those of you that track 
a pair down will never part with 
them. You owe it to yourself to 
arrange an audition. l

http://www.francoserblin.it
http://www.axissaudio.com
http://www.dcsltd.co.uk
mailto:info%40dcsltd.co.uk?subject=Inquiry%20via%20TONEAudio
https://twitter.com/dCSonlythemusic
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Plinius Haito 
Integrated 
Amplifier
Evolution of Excellence

By Rob Johnson

dmittedly, I have a soft spot for New 
Zealand’s Plinius. That fondness has 
grown over many years of experience 

with their reliable products, starting with an 8100 Integrated 
amp purchased more than a decade ago. Now living with a 
friend of mine, and still used every day, the 8100 has never 
failed. A cursory internet search reveals similar durability 
among owners worldwide.

At TONEAudio we’ve enjoyed the opportunity to test 
contemporary Plinius integrated amplifiers like the Inspire 
980, and the company never lets their guard down when it 
comes to build or sound quality. Listening to the Haito, it’s 
easy to see and hear how that lineage has evolved. Would 
it maintain the magic of its ancestors? 

Looks Aren’t Everything, But

As with other components in the current Plinius lineup, 
the Haito is a beauty indeed, with understated yet refined 
looks. Owners have a choice of anodized black or silver 
aluminum housing. The thick aluminum curved panels act 
as armor for the circuitry inside, with top vents to keep 
everything cool.

A
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On the rear face, the analog 
inputs feature a designated CD 
callout, accompanied by additional 
inputs labeled Line 1, 2 and 3. “CD” 
and “Line 1” offer a choice of bal-
anced or single-ended connections. 
After interconnects are locked to 
the Haito’s XLR or RCA inputs, flip-
ping small toggles tells the Haito 
where those sources are connect-
ed, and it routes the signal through 
the appropriate circuitry. Line 2 and 
Line 3 offer RCA inputs only.

With similar flexibility, Haito 
offers both RCA and XLR con-
nections for “HT,” or home theater 
bypass, allowing the integrated 
amplifier to serve its owner well in 
a multi-channel system as well as 
a stereo configuration. A few other 
welcome connections include RCA 
“Line Out,” and also “Pre Out” con-
nectors. Down the road, if the Haito 
owner wants to use a standalone 
amplifier instead of the one built 
into the integrated amp, the op-
tion is there. Select XLR or RCA 
Pre-Outs and connect them to the 
amplifier. Presto! While the Haito’s 
amp section will be dormant in this 
configuration, all of its prowess as a 
preamplifier remains intact.

While our test unit did not in-
clude a phonostage, Plinius makes 
the capability available as a $1,900 
option, adding a pair of inputs in 
the process. As Plinius USA’s Frank 
Gazzo is quick to point out, “this is 
a full-blown phono stage, with set-
tings for gain and loading; not just a 
pair of RCA’s. However, our experi-
ence is that many of our custom-
ers that step up to the Hiato order 
it without phonostage and add a 
Koru.” (continued)

R E V I E WR E V I E W
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Having a substantial footprint of 7.5" (170mm) 
in height, and 17.75" (450mm) in width and 
depth, this 56 lb (25 Kg) Haito carries a substan-
tial presence in the audio rack, and this beast 
is capable of pouring 300 watts per channel 
into 8 Ohms. Two sets of speaker binding posts 
allow easy bi-wiring. Utilizing a Class AB ampli-
fier, this integrated has enough juice to handle 
any speaker you might connect. With so much 
power on tap, Plinius still takes energy efficiency 
seriously; standby mode keeps the sensitive cir-
cuits ready for action, yet the Haito consumes 
only 46 watts when operating like this.

The Big Stick

The Haito’s massive remote control is a force to 
be reckoned with. Milled from solid aluminum, 
it’s nearly 12" in length, 1.5" wide, and 1" thick 
− longer, and certainly stronger, than my fore-
arm. This beefy remote doubles as a formidable 
weapon against intruders in an emergency. Take 
care not to drop it on your toes! In classic Plinius 
style the elegant, black anodized remote houses 
two columns of soft-push buttons. Nine of the 
17 buttons control the Haito, and the extras con-
trol a Plinius media player should an owner have 
the matching components. As a user would ex-
pect, volume level, mute, source selection, and 
power standby are each made available with the 
simple push of a button. Plinius pays attention to 
the fine details as well; offering toggles for phase 
reversal, home theater bypass, and the ability to 
brighten or dim the front panel LEDs. 

Lots of Listening

Earlier generation Plinius Integrated amplifiers 
like the 8100 and 8200 lean towards a warmer, 
smoother solid-state voice. The Haito repre-
sents an evolution of that sonic flavor, and while 
certainly not stark or cold, the Haito offers a 
higher degree of sonic neutrality. While it’s a bit 
forgiving of hard-edged and strident recordings, 
the Haito never overly romanticizes the sound it 
emits. As expected from a component around 
the $10,000 price level, the Haito does every-
thing well. (continued)

R E V I E WR E V I E W
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“Corcovado” performed by Joao Gilberto and 
Stan Getz reveals the Haito’s prowess at combining 
nuance and muscle, with the full scale of acous-
tic instruments rendered delicately, yet powerfully. 
Piano key strikes have the right amount of plunk and 
decay, with enough resolution to clearly distinguish 
nylon guitar strings from metal ones. This attention 
to resolving small musical details convinces you 
that the Hiato is a wise investment. Through the 
Plinius, vocals not only have a natural balance of 
detail and airiness, but an emotional element con-
veyed through subtle dynamic changes. This level of 
sound reproduction and tangibility makes it easy to 
visualize the vocalists in your listening space.  

The bass line in Bob Marley’s “Lively Up Your-
self” instantly illustrates the muscle part of the Haito 
equation, controlling the low notes with ease; avoid-
ing low-frequency flab and overhang, yet never 
offering overdamped one-note bass. The Haito’s 
paints a large soundstage in all three dimensions, 
yet the action all happens from the plane of my 
speakers back in my room. The heartfelt trumpet 
solo in Buena Vista Social Club’s “Chan Chan” 
seems to emanate from behind the rest of the per-
formers. Also, the sonic landscape painted, while 
distinctly layered, feels correct regarding size, never 
overblown for effect. Keep in mind this is not a front 
row presentation, more like sitting in rows 10-15 of 
the orchestra. Those who prefer to sit back a few 
rows and take in the bigger musical picture will ap-
plaud Haito’s well-chosen acoustic balance.

A Powerhouse Indeed

If you are in the market for an amplifier and pream-
plifier in the $10,000 range, the Plinius Haito is a 
stellar solution. The Haito delivers both components 
on a single chassis with no guesswork required 
to pair them. Add oodles of power, flexibility for 
use in home theater applications, and the ability to 
separate the pre-amplification section from its amp 
for further flexibility, the Haito has the potential for 
a very long stay in your audio system. If the Haito 
sounds like a fit for you, head out to your local Plini-
us dealer for an audition. You’ll be glad you did.

    oldenEar has Engineered Our New Triton One  
to Perform Like a $20,000+ Super Speaker!

“Revelatory … cosmically orgasmic … astounding performance-vs-price … 
these speakers absolutely embalm the competition”  – Darryl Wilkinson, Sound & Vision

“ Triton One shames some speakers costing ten times 
as much … it is an absolute marvel” 

– Caleb Denison, Digital Trends

“ Best High-End Value at CES 2014 … Sandy has 
created a speaker that defies its price point”

– John Sciacca, Residential Systems

“ Best of CES 2014 … stunning realism … the sound 
was truly grand and majestic” – Roger Kanno, SoundStage

“ Best Sound for the Money at CES 2014”
– Jonathan Valin, Kirk Midskog and Neil Gader, The Absolute Sound

Introducing Triton One, an evolutionary speaker that builds upon advanced 
technologies that have made Tritons mega-hits around the world. Stereophile 
called them, “A Giant Killer Speaker” and Robert Deutsch further added, “it’s 
not unreasonable to compare the sound of the $4998 Triton One with speakers 
costing tens of thousands of dollars more”. This new top-of-the-line flagship was 
engineered to deliver even better dynamics and bass than the extraordinary 
Triton Two, along with further refinement of all aspects of sonic performance. 
How well have we succeeded? In the words of HD Living’s Dennis Burger, the 
Triton One delivers, “… the sort of upper-echelon performance that normally 
only comes from speakers whose price tags rival a good luxury automobile”. 

Triton One “creates visceral, tangible waves of pure 
audio bliss” – Dennis Burger, HD Living

Great sound is what it is all about and the Triton Ones deliver, as The Absolute 
Sound’s Anthony Cordesman wrote “they provide sustained musical pleasure 
and exceptional realism … extraordinary sound quality and value … one of the 
best buys in speakers … highly recommended”. The Ones were specifically 
engineered to excel with all types of music as well as movies. Best of all, they 
offer previously unheard of value, as Brent Butterworth wrote in Sound & Vision, 
“I heard a few people saying the Triton One sounded like some $20,000-and-
up high-end towers, but I disagree: I think they sounded better than most of 
them”. Hi Fi+’s Chris Martens raved the Ones are, “jaw-droppingly good … 
one of the greatest high-end bargains of all time with a dazzling array of sonic 
characteristics”. And Darryl Wilkinson summed them up best, “A Masterpiece 
… GoldenEar has fully ushered in the Golden Age of the Loudspeaker”. Hear 
them for yourself and discover what all the excitement is about.

Triton One Tower
$2499 ea.

www.goldenear.com
PO Box 141, Stevenson, MD 21153 (410) 998-9134

Like us on Facebook! Follow us on Twitter!
facebook.com/goldenear twitter.com/goldeneartech

Two 5.25˝ High-Definition Cast- 
Basket Bass/Midrange Drivers 

w/ Multi-Vaned Phase Plugs

High-Velocity Folded Ribbon  
Tweeter (HVFR) w/ Zobel Network

Open-Cell Polyurethane  
Foam Damping Pads and 
Complex Internal Bracing

Three 5˝ x 9˝ Quadratic Sub-Bass 
Drivers in Semi-Line-Source Array

Hybrid Phase-Perfect  
Electronic/Passive Low 

Frequency Crossover

Linear-Phase Fully Balanced 
Crossover Network

Accelerometer-Optimized  
Non-Resonant Cabinet  

w/ Non-Parallel Walls

Four Inertially-Balanced Quadratic 
Planar Infrasonic Radiators:  

Two On Each Side of Cabinet

1600-Watt 56-Bit DSP-Controlled 
Class D Digital Amplifier

Optimized Dual-Chamber  
Upper-Bass/Midrange Enclosure 

with Angled Rear Walls

Call us or check our website for your nearest dealer

R E V I E W
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Plinius Haito Integrated Amplifier
MSRP: $10,450  
(12,350 with phonostage)

MANUFACTURER
Plinius Audio Limited

CONTACT 
www.pliniusaudio.com

PERIPHERALS

Digital Sources  
Mac Mini, Roon Music Service, dCS 
Debussy

Speakers  
GamuT RS3i

Cables  
Jena Labs 

Power  
Torus AVR 15 Plus, RSA Mongoose 
power cords

Accessories  
ASC tube traps, Mapleshade Samson 
audio racks, Coffman Labs Equipment 
Footers, AudioQuest Jitterbug, Atomic 
Audio Labs Mac Mini stand

Whether you meet them in person, or take a cursory look 
around the internet, Plinius owners are just as dedicated to 
the brand as McIntosh or Harley Davidson owners. Once they 
get into the fold, they rarely look elsewhere, and a quick listen 
illustrates why. Their products are well built, look stylish and 
offer great functionality – all things that add up to a high value.

This one is a little big for an integrated, but 300 watts 
per channel makes a lot more speakers possible; even 
Magnepans can be driven with the mighty Haito. I made it a 
point to crank up my 1.7s, and this amplifier is a natural, same 
for my Acoustat 2+2s, which are notoriously tough to drive.

In a world of ever-increasing bling and useless 
functionality, I love the Plinius’ straightforward elegance and 
simplicity. This is hifi at it’s easiest, and also adds up to long-
term value, because you won’t want to upgrade this one all 
the time. That’s why Plinius owners never want to part with 
theirs!

Taking all that into consideration, I can’t imagine where you 
would be able to get your hands on a 300 watt per channel 
power amplifier and preamplifier (and all the cables to hook it 
together) for $11k. And that’s why we award the Plinius Haito 
one of our Exceptional Value Awards for 2016. l

R E V I E W

Additional Listening  by Jeff Dorgay

http://www.plinius.com
http://www.musicdirect.com
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The VPI Prime 
Sweet Spot

By Jeff Dorgay

I
t’s an exciting time for vinyl lovers new and 
old; there are more turntables, cartridges, and 
phono preamplifiers than ever before, and the 
range covered is staggering. I expected flying 
cars in 2016, but not six figure turntables and 
vinyl records! As cool as some those six figure 
turntables are, for most music enthusiasts, 
three to four thousand dollars is a sound 
investment in a turntable. Considering that the 
Technics SL-1200 that I purchased in 1974 for 
about $400 would be about $3,000 today, 
$4,000 for a VPI Prime is not crazy at all.

Of course, there are plenty of things that 
will spin a record for $400-$500, and the 
game starts to get interesting at around the 
$1,000 price point; VPI’s own Player and the 
Rega Planar 3 come to mind as fantastic, 
turntable/tonearm combinations that offer 
incredible performance at that level. $4,000 
is an attractive stepping stone to the big boy 
turntables. There are quite a few tables as you 
approach $10,000 that reveal a staggering 
amount of musical resolution, one might even 
question why to go the rest of the way.
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thumbs up on the prototype, and he 
suggested a few details, but this one 
is mine all the way through.” 

Sharing a platter and bearing from 
the Classic series, the plinth and mo-
tor on the Prime are different, and 
of course, the 3D-printed tonearm 
that VPI is now famous for. They’ve 
come a long way with this in a short 
time, and the current arm tube with 
an integral head shell is the same 
used on the Avenger, just shorter at 
10 inches instead of 12. The premium 
arm is also wired with Nordost wire 
for added signal transfer. The printed 
material is now stronger, stiffer and 

But $4,000. You could spend 
more of that on just a mega tonearm. 
However, Mat Weisfeld and his team 
at VPI have pulled off an incredible 
feat of engineering with the $3,999 
Prime. Talking to Weisfeld about how 
things have changed since his father’s 
tenure, he makes it a point to take 
what they’ve learned in 30+ years 
and streamlining it. Much like they do 
at VW, where they access the parts 
bin from Porsche, Audi, and Bentley 
when designing a new car, this is how 
Weisfeld came up with the Prime, 
his first top to bottom design for VPI. 
“When I finished, Dad gave me the 

UV resistant. Weisfeld jokes, “You 
can probably put this one in the mi-
crowave now.” Unfortunately, now I 
can’t pop popcorn without thinking 
about putting the VPI tonearm wand 
in just to see. Sometimes immaturity 
dies a hard death.

Let the fun begin

It’s appropriate to start the listening 
in earnest with Daft Punk’s Random 
Access Memories, a disc that I’ve 
heard Weisfeld demo many times 
and for a good reason; the Prime 
has major bass drive. While the 
bloodline of the Classic is here, the 

Prime adds that big, warm, weighty 
bass of the Classic series with more 
resolution. Tracking through this LP 
full of disco-y bass grooves proves 
tons of fun.

Mounting identical Ortofon Ca-
denza Bronze cartridges on my 
Classic 1 and the Prime, it’s quick 
work to tell the difference between 
the two turntables. The Classic 
has a warmer, thicker sound; and 
on densely mixed records doesn’t 
do quite as good of a job at sort-
ing out fine details and spatial cues 
like the Prime does. Moving from 
Daft Punk to classic Dub, this is the 

perfect time to spin the new vinyl 
copy of Kruder & Dorfmeister’s K&D 
Sessions. The Prime is sensational 
with all the trippy, electronic effects 
on this present – things aren’t just 
bouncing around the room, the im-
age just seems to levitate from the 
ground. Giving the volume control on 
the Pass Xs Pre and Xs300 combo 
makes the woofers in the Focal So-
pra no.3s pump with authority. This 
is bass you can feel, dispelling any 
thoughts that analog can’t do deep 
bass. All this with a $4,000 turnta-
ble/tonearm combination, no less. 
(continued)
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A simple setup and  
upgrade path

A similar result is had with Radio-
head’s OK Computer. The Prime 
reveals a level of subtle detail that 
I defy you to find elsewhere at this 
price, and this table is capable of 
supporting whatever high-perfor-
mance cartridge you care to mount. 
Equally good results are had with the 
new Grado Statement 1 that is now 
part of our cartridge fleet as well 
as the Transfiguration Proteus. And 
again, the ease by which cartridges 
can be swapped, makes the Prime 
a great reference tool as well. So 
good, that we will be purchasing the 
Prime after the review to be used as 
a permanent workhorse here.

That printed arm is a joy to setup 
as well. VPI encloses an alignment 
jig to make your life easy. You should 
be able to have the Prime set up 
and rolling in 15-20 min. Those of 
you that use more advanced tools 
and setup software can, of course, 
pull even more performance from 
the Prime, but those relatively unex-
perienced in turntable setup will not 
have trouble getting great sound. 
Set the tonearm, double check that 
everything is level, and attach the 
belt.

The unipivot design will take a 
while to get used to if you haven’t 
used one before, but this brings  
us to another magnificent aspect  
of the Prime; (which it shares with 
the Classic 2, 3, and 4) using mul-
tiple cartridges is easy. Following  
Weisfeld Senior’s advice when  
I visited the factory, one of his fa-
vorite daily driver cartridges was a 
Shure M97 fitted with a Jico stylus.  

The combination is stunning on 
the Prime, and you can even use a 
JMW 10 Unipivot wand for a less-
er cart, keeping the printed wand 
for your best/favorite cartridge. 
This, in combination with the eas-
ily adjustable VTA function, makes 
it a breeze to swap cartridge com-
binations without having to have 
a second full tonearm. The arm 
wands just plug into the signal 
block at the back of the turntable. 
No matter what cartridge you 
choose for your Prime, it’s rock 
solid imaging, deep bass retrieval 
and unwavering tone will keep you 
enthralled. OCD audiophiles take 
note, our review sample when 
used with the Feickert software 
and test record exhibited perfect 
speed stability – so middle C is in 
fact middle C.

Should you want to take ad-
vantage of balanced operation to 
your phonostage, the signal block 
can be wired for XLR connections; 
this will set you back an additional 
$300, and existing Prime cus-
tomers can have this done for a 
similar charge, plus shipping back 
to VPI, or you can make the swap 
yourself if you feel so inclined. We-
isfeld assures me this “is an easy 
swap.”  Choosing this instead of 
relying on a separate “tonearm 
cable” as so many other tonearm 
manufacturers have done, makes 
it easier to cable your system with 
the same thing throughout, to 
keep a unified sound, or take ad-
vantage of standard interconnects 
that might not necessarily be as 
expensive as a premium tonearm 
cable. (continued)
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VPI has always taken great pride in 
making their turntables easily upgradable, 
so you can get in with a basic table and im-
prove it as your budget improves and your 
listening becomes more discerning. It’s a 
very green approach to things, not having to 
discard your table and start over.

The Prime offers some ways to extract 
even more sound from your LPs. Those 
with warped records might want to consider 
their Periphery Ring Clamp ($999) to hold 
the edge of your record firmly on the platter. 
This helps your cartridge track the groove 
better and eliminates damage to your 
cartridge’s suspension from bouncing up 
and down on severely warped records.  
The Analog Drive System (also $999) is 
an outboard power controller that uses 
all analog circuitry to improve the speed 
stability of the turntable’s drive motor. Lastly, 
you can upgrade the tonearm wand for the 
one from the Prime Signature, featuring 
Nordost wiring, making the Prime a table 
you can grow with.

A  M A S T E R P I E C E  O F  D E S I G N  A N D  E N G I N E E R I N G
Renaissance ESL 15A represents a major evolution in electrostatic  
design. A 15-inch Curvilinear Line Source (CLS™) XStat™ vacuum-bonded 
electrostatic transducer with advanced MicroPerf ™ stator technology 
and ultra-rigid AirFrame™ Blade construction provide the heart of this 
exceptional loudspeaker. 

A powerfully dynamic low-frequency experience is rendered with unfl inching 
accuracy and authority courtesy of dual 12-inch low-distortion aluminum 
cone woofers, each independently powered by a 500-watt Class-D amplifi er, 
and controlled by a 24-Bit Vojtko™ DSP Engine featuring Anthem Room 
Correction (ARC™) technology. Hear it today at your local dealer. 

martinlogan.com

http://www.martinlogan.com
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The VPI Prime Turntable
$3,999

MANUFACTURER
VPI Industries 

CONTACT  
vpiindustries.com

PERIPHERALS

Phonostage   
Pass Labs Xs Phono

Preamplifier   
Pass Labs Xs Pre

Power Amps   
Pass Labs Xs300 monoblocks

Speakers    
Focal Sopra no. 3

Cable    
Tellurium Q Silver Diamond

209 N. Victory Blvd., Burbank, California 91502www.aurender.com

Aurender comes with a dedicated Aurender Conductor App, hailed by reviewers worldwide, which has 
been specially tuned for performance and convenience. The Aurender iPad and Android app has been 
developed with a huge music database in mind and exceptionally fast browsing/searching of your 
favorite music. It's very intuitive and easy to use.

TIDAL Enjoy 25 million lossless CD quality music tracks with the world's best sounding Music Server. All Aurender 
Servers and Players support the TIDAL service fully. You can easily play music from your NAS, on Aurender's 
HDD or music from the TIDAL service using the same app.

N100H Caching Network Music Player

Aurender App

· 2TB internal storage 
· 120GB SSD for caching playback
· Cached playback of internal and NAS music files
· Clean USB audio class 2.0 output
· Full linear power supply

· Machined aluminum case; 3.0 inch AMOLED display 

· Gigabit Ethernet LAN Port for Network Connectivity
· Aurender Conductor App controls a variety of 
  modes, including artist name, song title, etc, 
  including TIDAL lossless streaming

NEW
PRODUCT

2015

An outstanding table, no 
matter how you look at it

The VPI Prime is an incredible 
turntable for $3,999. With sound 
engineering, robust manufacturing 
and the legacy of a company that 
not only has been making great 
turntables for over 30 years, but 
is now in solid hands for years to 
come, the Prime is a great invest-
ment in analog. It looks great, 
sounds great, feels substantial 
when you set it up and is easily 
upgraded for even more perfor-
mance.

Building on the triumph of the 
Classic line from a few years ago, 
the VPI sound has blossomed un-
der Mat Weisfeld’s command. The 
addition of audio legend Mike Bet-
tinger to the VPI staff has helped 
the company in so many ways 

behind the scenes, improv-
ing quality control and product 
consistency. 

Father and founder Harry 
Weisfeld is still close by, provid-
ing input and creative impetus, 
but Mat and his wife Jane have 
been taking VPI to the streets 
– all over the world. Their en-
thusiasm and engagement for 
the brand have propelled VPI to 
greater success than ever. And 
they’ve engaged a new genera-
tion of music lovers to become 
interested in high-quality play-
back. That’s something we can 
all be excited about.

In the future, we will be ex-
perimenting with a few mat op-
tions as well as some of VPI’s 
accessories, so watch for a 
follow-up review this summer. l

http://www.aurender.com
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Atoll’s HD120 
and MA100
Petit Miracle

By Jeff Dorgay

ant great sound with a small 

footprint? Atoll’s HD120 DAC/

Preamplifier/Headphone amplifier 

mated to their MA100 power 

amplifier is magnificent. Years ago, 

small components usually meant 

small sound, but no more. Utilizing a pair of high current 

MOSFETs for the output stage, much like the far more 

expensive GamuT D150i integrated we just reviewed, 

this compact power amplifier delivers 60 watts per 

channel (into 8 ohms, 80 WPC into 4 ohms.) It does so 

in a very smooth, natural way that goes way beyond 

what you would ever expect for $849. The companion 

preamplifier tips the scale for a mere $995. 

W
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Staying in the French 
motif, listening begins with 
the spectacular Focal Sopra 
no.3 speakers. These 2$0k/
pair floor standers, with their 
92db/1 watt sensitivity rat-
ing, are a perfect match for 
the MA100 and even at a high 
listening level does not tax the 
amplifier, or push it into clip-
ping at all. Grooving on the 
24-bit remaster of The Beatles’ 
Magical Mystery Tour proves 
appropriately trippy, with plen-
ty of ping pong stereo trickery 
bouncing the Fab Four’s vo-
cals around the listening room.

Part of the secret? No op 
amps inside the box, both the 
amplifier and preamplifier use 
discrete components. A quick 
inspection reveals a high-
quality ALPS pot to control the 
volume and a relatively beefy 
power supply in both amp and 
pre. Bottom line; nothing ter-
ribly exotic, but it’s carefully 
chosen and implemented with 
care. 

The Sopras have a lot of 
high-frequency extension, and 
substandard electronics can 
prove a harsh experience. The 
Atoll/Focal combination proves 
lovely, with not a hint of high-
frequency glare or harshness. 
A quick swap to my refer-
ence GamuT RS5is is equally 
exciting; this is quite the pair 
of electronics for well under 
$2,000 to deliver such and 
incredible performance with 
world-class speakers. The Bee 
Gees classic, “Gotta Get a 

Message to You” is earnestly 
rendered. And of course, a 
little bit of Serge Gainsbourg 
proves playful as well.  

Moving in the house, 
with one component in each 
arm, the Atoll combination 
proves equally adept at driv-
ing my Quad 2812s, which 
is usually an epic fail for a 
budget amplifier. Again the 
MA100 shows it’s versatility 
and composure, delivering 
an expansive sound field with 
these ESLs.

Leveling the playing 
field

Using the Atoll combo with 
some more realistically priced 
speakers, along with the lat-
est cable from Cardas Audio, 
their new Iridium line, again 
proves fantastic. Whether 
using the recently reviewed 
ProAc Tablette 10s, my trusty 
Vandersteen 1Cis or the (also 
recently reviewed) SVS Prime 
Bookshelf speakers were all 
well within the sonic and fis-
cal parameters to make a 
great system. With the HD120 
only having one variable 
level output, I could not take 
advantage of the SVS SB-
2000 subwoofer but had no 
problem going to a small REL 
sub on hand, utilizing speaker 
level outputs. This made for 
a great sat/sub system and 
showed off the LF drive of 
this combination in impres-
sive fashion. (continued)
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The HD120 offers a built-in 
24/192 DAC, allowing access via 
USB, Bluetooth, coaxial, or opti-
cal input. A Burr Brown PCM 5102 
DAC is well implemented here, and 
personally, I’d much rather see an 
excellent 24/192 DAC than a me-
diocre DSD DAC. Those of you with 
12 DSD albums will need to look 
elsewhere. 

Running through some tracks 
from my high-resolution library via 
the Aurender D100, connected via 
USB is sublime, and switching be-
tween Redbook resolution and high 
res is easily discerned. If you have a 
major existing library of CD-quality 
tracks you will not be disappointed; 
16/44.1 is carried out to excellent 
effect.

Mating the Atoll pair to premium 
speakers and sources instantly 
proves how much music these di-

minutive components are capable 
of delivering of. In the context of 
$1,000 - $3,000/pair speakers, 
they will floor you. Moving back to 
the onboard DAC is equally enjoy-
able. Incorporating so much for 
such a reasonable price makes it 
easy to put together an incredibly 
musical system on a tight budget. 
Streaming a wide gamut of TIDAL 
tracks of all genres proves the 
Atoll combo to do it all well.

Both components are 
particularly refined, and the only 
thing lacking here is a massive 
three-dimensional soundstage 
that you don’t get until spending 
five figures anyway, so this is no 
fault of the HD120 or MA100. 
However, the smoothness, tonal 
accuracy and freedom of grain 
more than make up for the last 
bit of resolution unavailable. 
Snow falling in the Northwest 

at the end of this review made 
it a perfect time to queue up 
George Winston’s Winter. No 
matter what pianist you prefer, 
you will be excited by the delicacy 
and complete lack of harshness 
available, with excellent transient 
attack. Acoustic instruments all 
feel real and enticing.

Even when pushed through 
the relatively low-efficiency 
Graham LS5/9s, the MA100 still 
delivers high volume levels before 
running out of steam. Blasting 
Slayer, Metallica, and Tool finally 
pushed this little amp to its limits, 
but to its credit, the soundstage 
merely flattens out. You’ll know 
when you’ve gone too far. If 
you need more volume than the 
MA100 can deliver, it can be 
bridged with the flip of a switch to 
become a compact monoblock 
amplifier. Pretty cool. (continued)

Where Have all the 
Good Stereos Gone?

W

echo
 a u d i o

)))
www.echohifi.com   888.248.echo

      e know. Sorting through the jungle that is pre-owned hi-fi gear 
can be tough. Myriad Internet forums and online shopping sites just 

don’t offer the expertise required to make sound decisions. 

That’s where Echo Audio comes in. We have more than 20 years 
of retail experience in selling hi-fi equipment the way it should be 
sold: In a brick-and-mortar environment that provides you with 

personalized attention. 

While we will certainly ship any of our gently used classics directly 
to your door, we invite you to stop by our shop in beautiful 

downtown Portland, Oregon to browse our inventory in person. 
Thanks to an in-house service department, we not only service 
everything we sell, but every piece of used gear is thoroughly 

checked before being put on display. Consider our white-gloves 
treatment your guarantee against potential problems.

So, when you are looking for high-quality, lightly used hi-fi gear,  
look no further than Echo Audio. Be sure to check out our Web site 

for current products and new arrivals.

http://www.echoaudio.com
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An incredible desktop system

The HD120/MA100 combination is out of this 
world as a desktop system. Whether part-
nered with the small Dynaudios we have in 
the studio, the ProAc Tablettes or a vintage 
pair of ADS speakers; this is an excellent 
setup. Or you could just use the HD120 with 
phones or a pair of powered monitors too.

And for apartment dwellers, the pair 
of headphone outputs on the front panel 
makes the HD120 a fantastic bedside audio 
machine. Stream your favorite online music 
source from your laptop or via Bluetooth, 
plug in your phones, and your neighbors will 
never know what party animals you are.

Running the HD120 with a wide range 
of headphones from AKG, Audeze, Hifi Man 
and even my old Koss Pro 4AA’s the sound 
delivered is big. The sound field produced 
goes well beyond your ears and the built-
in headphone amplifier does well with any 
recording. Having all of this in one compact 
box makes it easy to place and easy to op-
erate.

Working with these components is won-
derfully uncomplicated. They stack neatly; 
everything is clearly labeled, and the con-
trols are intuitive. I love the green LEDs, and 
inputs are selected by a pair of buttons, with 
a single, central volume control placed in the 
middle of the front panel. 

Small in size only

The Atoll HD120 and MA100 both offer out-
standing performance on their own, yet the 
synergy is tough to ignore, and together 
they make a perfect pair to anchor a small 
yet potent audio system, taking up a mini-
mal footprint. They even make a very cool, 
compact phonostage, so all the bases are 
covered. 

Watch for some more Atoll reviews in the 
future. We are anxious to uncover more of 
what they have to offer. l

Atoll  
HD120 DAC/Preamp/
Headphone Amp and 
MA100 Power Amplifier

MSRP: $995, $849, 
respectively

MANUFACTURER
Atoll Electronique

CONTACT
www.atoll-electronique.com  
(factory)
www.audioexcellent.com   
(US Distributor)

PERIPHERALS

Analog Source     
REGA Planar 3

Digital source    
Mac Mini with TIDAL

Speakers    
Quad 2812,  
Graham Audio LS5/9

Cable  Cardas iridium

http://www.atoll-elecronique.com
http://www.audioexcellent.com
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The realism that low-
frequency extension adds 
to your musical experience, 
even at modest volume 
levels is tough to ignore once 
you’ve experienced it.

Infected Mushroom just 
doesn’t infect you the way 
it should without the driving 
bass line that the SB-2000 
provides. $699.99 puts a 
black ash SB-2000 in your 
listening room (gloss black is 
an extra hundred bucks) right 
now. And you can set it up in 
less time than it takes to drive 
to Walgreens and get a flu 
shot. Even quicker, if you take 
five minutes to read through 
the incredibly comprehensive 
manual that SVS provides. 
You can click here to read it 
online right now. See what 
I mean? These guys know 
their stuff.

The SB-2000 stuffs a 12" 
woofer and 500-watt ampli-
fier into a compact pack-
age, weighing just under 40 
pounds and measuring about 
15 inches on all three sides 
so that it will fit just about 
anywhere. With that in mind, 
I’d suggest considering a pair 
of SB-2000s, to get more 
even bass output in your 
room. Those sharing my line 
of thinking will be rewarded at 
check out; SVS offers a $100 
each discount if you want a 
pair. Why would you not? 
(continued)

The SVS SB-2000 
Subwoofer
Best Budget Bass Ever

By Jeff Dorgay

I
f you haven’t considered adding a subwoofer (or 

a pair of subwoofers) to your hi-fi system, it might 

be time to reconsider your logic. Reasonably 

priced subwoofers used to be one note boom 

boxes at best; barely able to keep up with your 

main speakers and subjected to the cannon 

shots in your theater system.

Just as small displacement, four cylinder 

cars outperform the mighty V-8s of a decade 

ago, it’s the same story with subwoofers. 

Thanks to computer-aided driver design, careful 

attention to enclosures and the proliferation of 

high-quality class-d amplifiers, you can get a 

great sub for under a G these days. In the case 

of the SVS SB-2000, well under a G.

With so many excellent small monitor 

speakers available today, the only thing that’s 

missing is that last octave of low-frequency 

extension that keeps you from becoming 

immersed in the music. Fun as a lot of those 

speakers are you tend to restrict your musical 

palette to fit the system – we’ve all been there. 
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The setup

For this review, we worked with a 
single SB-2000 and a handful of 
speakers in the $1,200 - $2,000 
range, in two rooms. My living room 
is approximately 11 x 17 feet and 
the main listening room in the TONE 
studio, 16 x 25 feet. Over at The 
Audiophile Apartment, the SB-2000 
was used in multichannel mode with 
an Anthem MRX-520 and five Dali 
Fazon speakers to excellent result. 
You can read that review here.

But we’re two-channel 
enthusiasts here, so the SB-2000 
was mated to our Product of the 
Year winning Simaudio NEO Ace 
integrated amplifier. Speakers 
consisted of a pair of Magnepan 
MMGs, a pair of Vandersteen 1Cis, 

and a pair of ProAc Tablette 
Anniversary mini monitors; all 
audiophile classics in their own 
right and all in need of a little more 
grunt. We also used the Ace with 
SVS’ Prime Bookshelf speakers, 
that lightly tip the scale at a few 
pennies under $500 a pair, and this 
threesome is rapidly becoming our 
$1,200 choice for audiophiles on 
a tight budget that demand great 
sound.

System configuration is 
straightforward, running a pair of 
long Cardas RCA cables from the 
variable output of the ACE to the 
left and right input of the SB-2000. 
Multichannel users will probably 
opt for the LFE input, and again, 
follow the settings in the manual 

to get the proper amount of bass 
management from your system.

A fixed, 12db/octave crossover, 
with a cutoff frequency adjustable 
between 50-160hz, along with 
level and phase controls makes 
the SB2000 relatively easy to 
integrate into your main speakers. 
The smaller living room worked 
best with the SB-2000 slightly out 
from the corner of the room, yet 
in the larger room, it provides the 
best integration on all but the small 
ProAcs slightly off the corner on 
the opposing wall, as the Quick 
Start guide suggests for “best 
bass accuracy.” The Tablettes 
integrated best with the SB-2000 
on the same wall, about a foot 
back from the speaker plane.  
(continued)
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not disappoint and while it does 
add considerable low-frequency 
extension, the quality of the bass 
produced is also excellent.

I was particularly taken back 
by an old audiophile classic, The 
Three, featuring Joe Sample on 
piano, Shelly Manne on drums and 
Ray Brown on bass. The texture and 
articulation offered by the SB-2000 
felt great as Brown’s fingers ran up 
and down the neck of the acoustic 
bass. Running through some tracks 
featuring Jaco Pastorius and Stanley 
Clarke were equally enticing, yet 
when called upon to bomb the bass, 
the SB2000 proves it can deliver 
prodigious output as well.

An afternoon of old school 
hip hop from Public Enemy, Run 
DMC and KRS-1 kept everyone 
entertained and breathed much 
more life into the small-ish speakers 
used. This kind of music just begs 
for bass, and if your musical taste 
leans in this direction, I suspect a 
pair of SB-2000s just might get you 
in trouble with the neighbors or at 
best make you some new friends.

No matter what the choice of 
program material, the SB-2000 does 
not run out of power or dynamic 
range. A few other budget subs 
we’ve tried poop out when asked to 
rock, but not the SVS. Both the 50 
watt per channel Sim and the nearly 
100 watt per channel PrimaLuna 
HP integrated ran out of power 
before the SB-2000 did and within 
the context of these amplifiers, we 
could not get the SB-2000 to clip or 
bottom out the woofer cone. A very 
impressive performance. (continued)

If you haven’t used a subwoofer 
before, try and resist the urge to 
crank up the bass too far. Or revel 
in the weight your system now has, 
crank it up and sit on your SB-2000 
when you’re blasting your favorite 
tracks just to bask in the bass. I won’t 
call you an evil Smurf. However, when 
you come to your senses, ease back 
into your listening chair, and if you 
can summon the help of a friend, 
massage the controls a bit until the 
SB-2000 disappears from the system 
and you don’t notice it’s gone until 
you shut it off. Personally, I suggest 
going a little lower with the crossover 
frequency and a little higher with 
the gain than might be intuitive, but 
that usually proves to offer the best 
amount of cohesiveness with the 
main speakers.

Sit back and relax

While the most power hungry of the 
bunch, the little Magnepan MMGs 
wake up with some low frequency 
reinforcement. Surprisingly, the SB-
2000 was able to go up high enough 
and clean enough, also mating 
wonderfully with the ProAcs. The 
Vandersteen 1Cis were the easiest 
of the lot and made for the most 
majestic combination, as they go 
down pretty solidly to just under 
40hz, so in this system, the SB-2000 
is truly acting as a sub-woofer.

When you get a sticky set of tires 
for your sports car, the first thing 
you want to do is head for the curvy 
roads to test the limits. And so it goes 
with a great subwoofer, bust out the 
bass heavy tracks to see what you’ve 
been missing. The SB-2000 does 
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SVS SB-2000 Subwoofer
$699.99 - $799.99  
(ash or gloss finish)

MANUFACTURER
SVS Inc

CONTACT  
www.svsound.com

PERIPHERALS

Amplification   
Simaudio NEO Ace integrated, 
PrimaLuna HP integrated

Analog Source  
Rega Planar 3, Elys 2 cartridge

Digital Source   
Elac RB-101 Server

Speakers   
Vandersteen 1Ci, ProAc 
Anniversary Tablette,  
Magnepan MMC

Cable    
Cardas Clear Light

R E V I E W

Professional Fidelity

USA • Distribution by Audio Plus Services — CANADA •  Distribution by Plurison

Sound Performance Lab (SPL) has been designing and manufacturing professional audio 
equipment in Germany for more than 30 years for some of the world’s top studios.

PRO-FI SERIES

Studio
quality
for your
living
room

DIRECTOR — DA Converter and Preamplifier

PHONITOR X — Headphone and Preamplifier

PHONITOR E — Headphone Amplifier

PHONOS — RIAA Phono Preamplifier

PERFORMER S800 — Stereo Power Amplifier

You can’t go wrong

Whether you choose from SVS’ 
wide range of retail options, or 
just purchase from them direct, 
you can’t beat the terms they 
offer. If you don’t love it, you 
have 45 days to send it back. 
With speakers being such a 
subjective component to begin 
with, this is an excellent way to 
give the SB-2000 a test drive 
in your environment and get 
it optimized for your system. 
Once you do, I suspect the only 
call you’ll be making is to order 
a second one. And with that, 
we award the SVS SB-2000 
subwoofer our last Exceptional 
Value Award for the year of 
2016. l

http://www.svsound.com
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hose looking for a compact, stylish and all-
encompassing music system, look no further 
than the Tomei system from Eden Acoustique. 
Combining a pair of baffle-less, enclosure-less 
satellites with an open baffle, dipole woofer and 
a control center featuring on board DAC and 
1,250 watts of total system power. They even 
include the cables!

If you’ve had any built-in bias towards baffle-
less speaker systems, get over it. The Tomei 
system is resolving, engaging and disappears 
like few others we’ve heard at any price. While 
some may pooh-pooh the closed architecture, 
the Tomei system might just be the answer for 
those looking to get off the upgrade merry go 
round – permanently. Read our enthusiastic 
review here. l

Eden Acoustique Tomei 
Speaker System
$18,000
www.edenacoustics.com  (Factory)
www.distinctivestereo.com  (US Importer)

T

http://www.tonepublications.com/review/the-eden-acoustics-tomei-system/
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              ho doesn’t love the 
sound of the ProAc Tablette? 
It’s probably one of the most 
popular British mini monitors 
ever offered to the audiophile 
public and certainly one of the 
longest running models.

However, to give their best, 
the standard Tablette needs 
to be placed somewhat out 
in the room, and this doesn’t 
always work for those pressed 
for space, or needing to have 
living and listening room serve 
the same audience. The Tablette 
10 solves your problem, offering 
the Tablette sonic signature you 
know and love, now sans port 
and optimized for placement up 
against the wall. We think it’s 
a keen variation on the theme 
and you can get more of our 
unbounded enthusiasm here. l

ProAc Tablette 10
$1,900
www.proacloudspeakers.com   
(Factory)
www.soundorg.com     
(US Importer)

W

http://www.upscaleaudio.com
http://www.tonepublications.com/review/the-pro-ac-tablette-10/
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• 60+ brands of cables and $2.5 million of products in The Cable Library. 
   • Evaluate cables, headphones, line conditioners and more at home. 
       • Connect with our experts for a free system consult, and enjoy 
•            their combined 100+ years of audiophile experience.

• 60+ brands of cables and $2.5 million of products in The Cable Library. 
   • Evaluate cables, headphones, line conditioners and more at home. 
       • Connect with our experts for a free system consult, and enjoy 
•            their combined 100+ years of audiophile experience.

Cables     Powerlines     Headphones     Analog     Acoustics 

At home in your system with the only
Headphone, Powerline, Acoustics, Components and Cable Lending Library

WHATEVER YOU ARE INTO. . .

800-FATWYRE or 215-862-4870    cable@TheCableCo.com    New Hope PA 18938 USA    www.TheCableCo.com       Only at The Cable Company

You Can Play It Better

uestyle’s CMA-600i feels a lot heavier than 
it’s 7-pound weight spec would suggest. 
Inside the gorgeous Space Gray exterior, 
(finished by Foxcomm) lurks an abundance 
of top-flight technology. The combination 
of a massive power supply, the latest AKM-
4490 DAC chips, and a current-mode 
headphone/line amplifier make a potent 
combination.

The CMA-600i looks great, sounds 
even better and offers great functionality. 
With a pair of ¼ -inch standard headphone 
jacks and a balanced outlet right on the 

front panel, it accommodates anything in 
your headphone arsenal with ease. Quickly 
switching between four digital inputs and 
an analog input means you can have any 
source at your disposal for headphone 
pleasure, and up to DSD256 resolution!

Great as the CMA-600i is, we love 
the RCA and XLR analog outputs, which 
makes the CMA-600i a fantastic line level 
preamplifier. Even if you aren’t a headphone 
aficionado yet, the CMA-600i is one of the 
best $1,300 preamplifiers going.  
Read the rest here. l

Questyle CMA600i Headphone amp/DAC
$1,295
www.questyleaudio.com/product-600i

Q

F R O M  T H E  W E B

http://www.thecableco.com
http://www.tonepublications.com/review/the-questyle-cma600i-headphone-ampdac/
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The High-End Super Speaker

You've Always Wanted- for Every Budget
meaningful technology & unbeatable performance from $1,249/pr. to $62,000/pr.

Performance-Driven Value In A World of Huge Prices. Is there such a thing as an $1,249/pr. 
super speaker? $13,900/pr.? What about $62,000/pr.? What 
makes a super speaker? When a speaker at any price point 
is loaded with so much more technology and sounds that 
much better, it’s a real super speaker.

“Better than some speakers I’ve heard that cost 20 times as much.”
–Jeff Dorgay, TONEAudio

Vandersteen Audio today offers a remarkable 
line of high-end super speakers in which each 
model shatters all expectations of what’s possible 
anywhere near its price point. Because Richard 

Vandersteen has always spent money on his speakers where it counts- on the drivers and 
crossovers that carry the delicate music signal- our entry-level floorstander the $1,249/pr. 1Ci 
routinely bullies bigger speakers costing two or three times as much.

“ …one of the biggest high-end speaker bargains out there…”
–Roy Gregory, The Audio Beat

The Treo ($6,900/pr.) is a modern-day version of the Model 2 that’s beautiful to look at, but 
over-engineered to be as silent as the enclosures of today’s most exotic super speakers 
regardless of cost.

“My new reference speakers.” –Anthony Cordesman, The Absolute Sound

The Model 5A Carbon at $29,900/pr. features an advanced carbon tweeter and the patented 
Perfect-Piston™ carbon midrange from the Model Seven Mk II, plus BIG powered bass 
with a 400-watt powered subwoofer with 11-band room EQ.

“Unbeatable powered bass.” –Michael Fremer, Stereophile

The Model Seven Mk II ($62,000/pr.) 
is the ultimate expression of Richard 
Vandersteen’s design philosophies, a 
radically advanced take on long held 

design tenets. While other expensive speakers are seemingly “redesigned” every 
couple of years to turn new sales, the Seven has been in production continually 
since 2009 and updated just once. Model Seven owners can upgrade to Mk II
status so our best customers aren’t left behind. The Seven’s legacy of Best of Show 
awards over the years is legend, and the Mk II earned four such designations in its first 
year. Yes, a super speaker in every sense of the word, designed and built to last.

Buy Vandersteen, Leave “Upgrade-Itis” Behind. When all of the information from 
the amplifier is faithfully retrieved, especially in the crucial time domain, you hear 
that something is missing. That something is the distortion of the original signal 

that leads to the inevitable feeling audiophiles 
experience called “upgrade-itis.” Yes, moving up 
the Vandersteen line always offers more perfor-
mance and ever greater musical pleasure, as will 

any other true upgrade to your system. But owning Vandersteens and upgrading 
because you love the way your music sounds is so much better than swapping 
out your gear because you can’t stand the way your music sounds.

Vandersteen's Quatro Wood CT at $13,900/pr. 
is a real-world super speaker. It’s loaded with 
Vandersteen’s most meaningful technologies 
including powered bass with room EQ for “perfect 
bass in virtually any room,” Vandersteen’s patented 
aerodynamic midrange, a naturally airy Carbon 
Tweeter and much more. A ton of speaker!

Carbon-Fiber Tweeter Descended Directly 
from Award-Winning Model Seven Mk II’s 
Patented Perfect-Piston™ Carbon Drivers

Patented Aerodynamic “Reflection-Free” 
Midrange Driver Prevents Back Wave Distortion 
from Reaching Listener’s Ears In Time w/ Music

Advanced Cabinet-Within-A-Cabinet Construction 
Renders Enclosure As Inert & Sonically Invisible 
As Exotic Speakers Costing 10X More

Dual 8,” 300-Watt Powered Subwoofers 
w/11-Band Room EQ In Each Speaker 
For Perfect Bass in Virtually Any Room

vandersteen.com • 559-582-0324
Made in the U.S.A.  Contact a Vandersteen Dealer Today

facebook.com/vandersteen-audio

Slummin’

Ebay, $29

Panasonic SA-5500

R ated at 70 watts per channel “IHF power,” 
fresh from 1973, this relic probably puts out 

about 15 watts per channel, but sounds surprisingly 
good; and it’s a stellar buy for a garage system. 
While it has a decent onboard MM phono section, 
the standout feature is the tuner, which is incredibly 
good, even if you used this one as a budget tuner. 
Though the lights are out, this one will merely need 
a quick re-lamp to be back in business!
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n an effort to help you 

find the albums we’ve 

been reviewing, we’ve 

started this handy 

index at the back of the 

magazine. This issue, we 

have a listing of all the 

albums available, and as 

we go forward, we will try 

and link to all of the music 

that our gear reviewers 

use in their hardware 

reviews, in an effort to 

help you listen for the 

same things we are.

Wherever possible, each 

title will have a link to 

directly purchase the vinyl 

from Music Direct, as we 

have done in the past.  

To make the game even 

more interesting, we also 

have links to Tidal’s digital 

music service, allowing 

you to stream if that’s the 

way you prefer, or just to 

take a good listen or two 

before plunking down 

your hard earned cash  

for physical media.

Either way, we hope 

this helps expand your 

musical enjoyment.M
us

ic
 L
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Where to find the music you’ve seen in this issue.

I Pop, Rock & Country

L I N K S

Jazz

Sponsored by Music Direct and Tidal

Eric Hofbauer Quintet
Prehistoric Jazz–Volume 3: 
Three Places in New England

Stream in 16/44.1 from Tidal 
https://listen.tidal.com/al-
bum/48269842

Chris Thile & Brad Mehldau
Chris Thile & Brad Mehldau

Purchase LP from Music Direct 
https://www.musicdirect.com/
vinyl/Chris-Thile-and-Brad-
Mehldau-(Vinyl-2LP)

Stream in 16/44.1 from Tidal 
https://listen.tidal.com/al-
bum/67022269

Molly Burch
Please Be Mine

Purchase LP from Music Direct 
https://www.musicdirect.com/vi-
nyl/Molly-Burch-Please-Be-Mine-
(Vinyl-LP)

Chavez
Cockfighters

Purchase LP from Music Direct 
https://www.musicdirect.com/
vinyl/Chavez-Cockfighters-(12-
Vinyl-EP)

Delbert McClinton  
& Self-Made Men
Prick of the Litter

Purchase LP from Music Direct
https://www.musicdirect.com/
vinyl/Delbert-McClinton-and-Self-
Made-Men-Prick-of-the-Litter-
(Vinyl-LP)

Stream in 16/44.1 from Tidal 
https://listen.tidal.com/al-
bum/67729091

Foxygen
Hang

Purchase LP from Music Direct 
https://www.musicdirect.com/vi-
nyl/Foxygen-Hang-(Colored-Vinyl-
LP)

The Orwells
Terrible Human Beings

Purchase LP from Music Direct
https://www.musicdirect.com/
vinyl/The-Orwells-Terrible-Human-
Beings-(Vinyl-LP)

David Bowie
Who Can I Be Now? 1974-1976

Purchase LP from Music Direct 
https://www.musicdirect.com/vinyl/
David-Bowie---Who-Can-I-Be-Now-
-1974-1976-(Limited-Editon-180g-
Vinyl-13LP-Box-Set)

Stream in 16/44.1 from Tidal 
https://listen.tidal.com/al-
bum/65429231

Metallica
Kill ‘Em All and Ride the Lightning

Purchase LP from Music Direct 
https://www.musicdirect.com/vinyl/
metallica-kill-em-all-deluxe-edition-
vinyl-4lp-43-5cd-43-dvd-box-set

https://www.musicdirect.com/vinyl/
metallica-ride-the-lightning-deluxe-
edition-vinyl-3lp-43-6cd-43-dvd-
box-set

Van Morrison
It’s Too Late to Stop Now… 
Volumes II, III, IV & DVD

Purchase LP from Music Direct  
https://www.musicdirect.com/vinyl/
Van-Morrison---Its-Too-Late-To-
Stop-NowVolumes-II--III--IV-and-
DVD-(Ltd-Ed-3CD--plus---DVD-
Box)-2

Stream in 16/44.1 from Tidal 
https://listen.tidal.com/al-
bum/59889677

Pissed Jeans
Why Love Now

Purchase LP from Music Direct 
https://www.musicdirect.com/
vinyl/Pissed-Jeans-Why-Love-
Now-(Vinyl-LP)

The xx
I See You

Purchase LP from Music Direct 
https://www.musicdirect.com/
vinyl/The-XX-I-See-You-Deluxe-
(Limited-Edition-180g-Vinyl-2LP-
plus-CD-Box-Set)

Box Sets
Pink Floyd
The Early Years, 1967-1972

Purchase LP from Music Direct
https://www.musicdirect.com/op-
tical-disc/Pink-Floyd---The-Early-
Years-1965-1972-(Limited-Edition-
27CD--plus--5-x-7-Box-Set)

Stream in 16/44.1 from Tidal 
https://listen.tidal.com/al-
bum/66701432

Lou Reed 
The RCA & Arista Album  
Collection

Purchase LP from Music Direct
https://www.musicdirect.com/vi-
nyl/Lou-Reed-The-RCA-and-Aris-
ta-Vinyl-Collection-Vol-1-(Limited-
Edition-6-LP-Box-Set) 

The Rolling Stones
The Rolling Stones in Mono

Purchase LP from Music Direct
https://www.musicdirect.com/
vinyl/The-Rolling-Stones-The-
Rolling-Stones-In-Mono-(Limited-
Edition-Vinyl-16LP-Box-Set) 

Stream in 16/44.1 from Tidal 
https://listen.tidal.com/al-
bum/65246743

TAD 
God’s Balls, Salt Lick, and 
8-Way Santa

Purchase LP from Music Direct
https://www.musicdirect.com/
vinyl/Tad-8-Way-Santa-Deluxe-
(Vinyl-LP)  

Stream in 16/44.1 from Tidal 
https://listen.tidal.com/al-
bum/66305247

Neil Young
Time Fades Away, On the 
Beach, Tonight’s the Night, and 
Zuma

Purchase LP from Music Direct
https://www.musicdirect.com/
vinyl/Neil-Young---Time-Fades-
Away-(Vinyl-LP)  

Stream in 16/44.1 from Tidal 
https://listen.tidal.com/
track/66876014
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Anthem:  www.anthemav.com

Arcam:  www.soundorg.com

Auralic:  www.auralic.com

AudioVision SF:  www.audiovisionsf.com

Audio Research:  www.audioresearch.com

AudioQuest:  www.audioquest.com

BAT:  www.balanced.com

The Cable Company:  www.thecableco.com

Cambridge:  www.audioplusservices.com

Dali:  www.soundorg.com

dCS:  www.dcsltd.co.uk

Dynaudio:  www.dynaudio.com

Echo Audio:  www.echohifi.com

GamuT:  www.gamutaudio.com

Graham Audio:  www.grahamaudiousa.com

Focal:  www.audioplusservices.com

MartinLogan:  www.martinlogan.com 

Mobile Fidelity:  www.mofi.com

Mystere:  www.mystere-usa.com

Music Direct:  www.musicdirect.com

Music Matters:  www.musicmattersjazz.com

Nagra:  www.nagraaudio.com

Naim:  www.audioplusservices.com

Nordost:  www.nordost.com

OCTAVE:  www.octave.de

Oppo:  www.oppodigital.com

Paradigm:  www.paradigm.com

Pass Labs:  www.passlabs.com

Plinius:  www.pliniusaudio.com

PrimaLuna:  www.primaluna-usa.com

Primare:  www.vanaltd.com

Rega:  www.soundorg.com 

Simaudio:  www.simaudio.com

SPL:  www.audioplusservices.com

Upscale Audio:  www.upscaleaudio.com 

Wireworld:  www.wireworldcable.com

Vandersteen:  www.vandersteen.com

VANA Ltd: www.vanaltd.com

VPI:  www.vpiindustries.com

Where to find the gear you’ve seen in this issue.
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